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MINUTES 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: January 30, 2002 
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate 
Presiding Officer: Lad Holden 
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
ROLL CALL: 
Senators: 
Visitors: 
All senators or their alternates were present except Johnson, Melbourne, Olivero, Wyatt 
Barney Erickson, Tracy Schwindt, Mark Lundgren, Carolyn Wells, Thomas Yeh 
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA MOTION NO. 02-03 (Passed): The agenda was approved as 
presented. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the January 9, 2002, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as presented. 
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request) 
Correspondence from Ona Youmans, Director of Human Resources, Re: Public Service Recognition Week. 
ANSWERS TO SENATE CONCERNS: 
Secretary Richmond read responses to senate concerns: 
• At the October 3 senate meeting a concern was expressed regarding the university's move to an on-line only 
version of the CWU policies manual. Since the policies manual is something of a contract and condition of 
employment as well as the institutions policies of operation, Senator CannCasciato asked what archive and 
security procedures are in place to protect the integrity of the document? 
The provost's response is as follows: 
As announced earlier the official policy and procedures manual is now on the CWU web page. The CWU web 
page is on the most secure server on campus. CWU has chosen to use Novell rather than Microsoft networking 
largely because of better security. Archival copies of all changes in the manual will be maintained in the Office 
of the President. 
• At the December 5, 2001 senate meeting a concern was expressed regarding the process of changing policy in 
the CWU policies manual. Senator Donahoe asked, "When a recommendation leaves the Faculty Senate is 
there a procedure in place to track whether or not the recommendation is accepted, rejected or changed before 
placing it into policy? 
The provost's response is as follows: 
Approved changes in the policies and procedures manual will be processed by the Office of the President and 
updated on the official web version of the manual as soon as possible after approval. Faculty and staff will be 
notified by the Office of the President via E-mail early each quarter of all changes approved in the preceding 
quarter. Also, the Faculty Senate will be notified of significant modification or rejection of recommendations 
originating from the senate as soon as possible after the decision is made. 
• During the discussion regarding thE:) provost's Faculty Salary Base report at the December 5, 2001 senate 
meeting Senator Culjak asked, "What percentage of the budget reductions was taken out of the administrative 
salary base?" 
The provost's response is as follows: 
The provost submitted a spreadsheet to the senate showing academic affairs' base allocation FY 01, FY 01 
budget reduction, base allocation FY 02, that are all shown in category percentages. 
Since the provost was unable to attend the meeting senators were asked to send questions in writing to the 
senate and the provost will answer at the February 13, 2002 senate meeting. 
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REPORTS: 
A. ACTION ITEMS: 
Chair 
Motion No. 02-04 (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was approved: 
"Create the Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Committee charged with determining a comprehensive 
and systematic process for evaluating instruction . In their deliberations, the committee should at least 
consider SEOI, peer review, self-review, and administrative assessment." 
Motion No. 02-05 (Delayed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was delayed : 
"Appointment of members to the Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Committee attached as Exhibit A." 
It was the consensus of the senate that there should be a more diverse composition of representatives on 
the committee. Chair Holden proposed appointing two representatives from each college that represent 
different teaching styles . He asked senators to send comments and nominations of faculty who represent 
the various teaching styles that would also be willing to serve on the committee . 
Motion No. 02-06 (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was approved : 
"Policy to award posthumous degrees attached as Exhibit B." 
Concerns were expressed that the graduation application fee of $25 would be charged to persons requesting 
this degree. Chair Holden agreed to express th is concern when the president's advisory council reviews the 
proposal . 
Motion No. 02-07 (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was approved : 
"The Faculty Senate will select one plan from the three proposed options for the distribution of the $100,000 
Faculty Equity Salary Pool, attached as Exhibit C, by means of a Faculty Senate vote." 
Motion No. 02-07A (Passed): Senator Culjak proposed a motion that was approved: "That the Faculty 
Senate vote, by show of hands, for the three plans. The plan that receives the majority of the votes will be 
the one selected." 
The consensus of the senate was to conduct the actual vote at the February 13, 2002 senate meeting. This 
will give senators time to consult with their constituents. 
Tabled Motion No. 02-02A (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that after 
amendment was approved: "That the Central Washington University Faculty Senate support HB 2403 and 
SB 6440 for enabling legislation." 
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee 
Tabled Motion No. 01-55 (Passed): Senator Donahoe, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs 
Committee, proposed a motion that was approved: "Revisions to section 5-9.4.23 lncompletes of the Central 
Washington University Polices Manual attached as Exhibit D." 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
Motion No. 02-08 (Delayed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, 
proposed a motion that was delayed: "Addition of new programs in Department of Information Technology 
and Administrative Management attached as Exhibit E." 
Faculty Senate Development and Appropriations 
Tabled Motion No. 01-59 (Passed): Senator Charles Li, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Development and 
Appropriations Committee, proposed a motion that was approved: "Recommendation to distribute the 
$100,000 faculty development fund attached as Exhibit F." 
Point of clarification ; the library is included in the term "academic departments." 
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS: 
1. CHAIR: 1. Chair Holden informed senators that the code committee will be charged with developing a 
process to review the faculty reappointment, promotion and tenure process and the grievance process. 2. 
Chair Holden will inquire where the budget committee is in creating the budgetary benchmarks report. 3. In 
answer to concerns expressed at a previous senate meeting regarding the collaboration between the provost 
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and budget committee when adjusting the faculty salary base, Chair Holden will charge the budget committee 
to work with Provost Soltz to find a definition of "collaboration" used in section 8.30 Faculty Salary Base of 
the faculty code. 
2. CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Braunstein informed senators that the legislature is now in session and that 
there are a number of issues that could affect faculty. Some of these issues are the enabling legislation bill 
that the senate acted on earlier in the meeting, tuition-setting authority by universities, and an assessment of 
university branch campuses. Chair Elect Braunstein did not feel that Central would be affected by the 
assessm'ent of branch campuses because Central has university centers instead. He explained that there is 
a distinction between centers and branch campuses and that some of the legislators are interested in 
examining how Central's university centers operate. The provost is presently in Olympia attending the 
branch campus hearings. Another issue is associated with faculty retirement plans that is a carry forward 
from last year's HB 2244 to this year's HB 2632. The digest of this bill reads: "Declares an intent to provide 
the faculty and other employees of the state universities, regional universities, The Evergreen State College, 
and the community and technical colleges, membership in the teachers insurance annuity association of 
America and college retirement equities fund {TIAA-CREF), a defined contribution retirement plan. Finds 
that a defined contribution plan is characterized by guaranteed retirement contributions by the employer and 
fixed contributions by the employee. Because the retirement benefit in a defined contribution plan is based 
on the accumulations in and the performance of the investment funds to which the employers and employees 
contribute, it is the intent of the legislature neither to guarantee nor limit this benefit." This bill would remove 
the requirement for supplementation if the faculty retirement salary falls below fifty-percent of their salary 
while employed. The strategy behind this is to remove the requirement the state now has to reassess 
contributions so that faculty do not receive more than sixty-percent of their salaries when they retire. The 
hope is that this will benefit faculty by removing the supplementation requirement that makes it essentially a 
trade off. In general, the Council of Faculty Representatives is in favor of this legislation. The only faculty 
affected by it will be those who sign up for TIAA CREF after the adoption of the bill; proposed effective date 
of July 2002. Retirement plans for faculty already in TIAA CREF will not be affected. The final legislative 
issue regards state employee health care benefits. He informed senators to expect some fairly significant 
changes in contributions towards health care benefits. Central is working at addressing a portion of what the 
impact may be on salaries by developing a contribution plan where employees can deposit pre-tax money to 
pay health care co-pays and deductibles. 
3. PRESIDENT: President Mcintyre reported on current legislative issues. 1. President Mcintyre explained 
that the big issue in terms of branch campuses is the cost of operation. The University of Washington and 
Washington State's branch campuses are unlike Central's university centers. 2. There are several bills 
going forward regarding university tuition policies. The four regional universities, Central, Eastern, Western, 
and The Evergreen State College, are taking the position that the regional universities do not want a very 
large increase in tuition because it will place the burden onto students. The University of Washington and 
Washington State University want more unlimited tuition authority, both for undergraduates and graduates. 
These two institutions feel that they have the financial aid resources it will take to support a tuition increase. 
The real issue in regards to the tuition policy is more the balance between support from tuition, financial aid 
support to students, and the general fund. The concern is that if institutions continue to function well by 
increasing tuition that the state will continually decrease the share of general fund support. 3. On January 17 
there was a Joint Governing Board meeting where former Governor Dan Evans and Governor Locke talked 
about financial support for higher education. The issue both governors raised was in order to ensure that 
operating budgets are sustained, a guaranteed dedicated funding source must be identified. Representative 
Helen Sommers has, in the past, pointed out that universities do not speak with a common voice, that 
institutions are competitive and have competing messages. Therefore, the institutions are working together 
to send a common message to the legislature indicating that higher education is a public benefit that must be 
sustained. 4. There are two finalists for the position of Vice President for University Relations that will be 
visiting Central's campus in February. There is an open forum for faculty, staff and students on February 4, 
at 2:30p.m. in the Sue Lombard Room and February 19, at 2:30p.m. also in the Sue Lombard Room. She 
urged senators to attend the forums and provide their feedback to the search committee. 
4. STUDENT REPORT: No report. 
5. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Senator Donahoe informed senators that the academic affairs; 
committee will bring to the senate, a statewide general education transfer agreement for action at the 
February 13, 2002 meeting. The agreement states that if any university has accepted a basic or breadth 
criteria, then Central will grant that credit to its transfer students. She informed senators that all the other 
universities have accepted this agreement. 
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report. 
CODE COMMITTEE: No report. 
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Senator Culjak reminded senators that the deadline to submit curriculum 
changes to be in next year's hard copy catalog is tomorrow, January 31, 2002. The curriculum 
committee is currently accepting enrichment courses for spring quarter. Senator Culjak informed 
senators that there is now an electronic working catalog on the web. This web site lists all the changes 
since May of last year not in the hard copy catalog. 
DEVELOPMENT AND APPROPRIATIONS: The university-wide faculty development call for proposals 
has been submitted to the senate executive committee. As soon as the development and appropriations 
committee gains approval from the executive committee they will advertise the request in the campus 
bulletin, on the senate web site, and send an E-mail to all faculty. He indicated that the same process as 
last year would be used this year. The deadline for submitting applications is Monday, April 1, 2002 at 
5:00p.m. 
GENERAL EDUCATION: No report. 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE/COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES: No report. 
6. SENATE CONCERNS: 1. Senator Chenyang Li, asked President Mcintyre what the results were 
regarding the NASC review last fall. President Mcintyre stated that Central received a report from the 
commission indicating that they had accepted the report, commended Central for the progress that was 
made, and requested a progress report on four of the recommendations due this fall. 2. Senator Nelson 
asked how the senate's motion regarding support for enabling legislation would get to the president. 
Chair Holden explained that the recommendation would be forwarded to Richard Alumbaugh, Central's 
Faculty Legislative Representative, so that he can relay it to the legislature. Chair Holden further 
explained that all statements from the Faculty Senate to legislators go through our Faculty Legislative 
Representative. The process the Faculty Senate uses in addressing legislative issues is through the 
Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee, the Council of Faculty Representatives (CFR), and the Faculty 
Legislative Representative. The senate's chair elect is the chair of the public affairs committee as well as 
a member of the CFR. The Faculty Legislative Representative is also a member of the CFR. Chair 
Holden also explained that one of the reasons Dr. Alumbaugh has been the Faculty Legislative 
Representative for a long time is that it is cost effective to have a representative that lives in the Seattle 
area and teaches at night. This decreases travel costs and loss time from classes. 3. Senator Donahoe 
expressed concerns regarding maintaining the integrity of standing committee reports. Her main concern 
is that the senate does not acknowledge the work the committee does prior to introducing proposals for 
senate action and that it may have an adverse affect on standing committee membership. 4. Senator 
Donahoe informed senators that there is a group meeting with the ombudsperson to address campus 
climate. 5. Senator Sutton expressed her concern regarding the Steilacoom Center. She explained that 
she had just made her first visit to the center and found the learning environment and equipment needs 
inadequate. President Mcintyre addressed her concern by stating that there is remodel money in the 
current biennium for Steilacoom. The university has decided to put the money towards a floor in a new 
building that Pierce College is constructing instead of remodeling the temporary buildings where 
Steilacoom is currently housed. She informed Senator Sutton that Margaret Badgley would be a 
resource to use in answering any other questions or concerns she may have. 
OLD BUSINESS: No old business. 
NEW BUSINESS: No new business. 
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 4:55p.m. 
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 13, 2002*** 
BARGE 412 
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Exhibit A 
; Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Membership: 
Chair, Wendy Williams, Psychology 
Jim Brown, Political Science 
Nancy Buergel, Family and Consumer Sciences 
Phil Diaz, Psychology 
Robert Holtfreter, Accounting 
Craig Hughes, Teacher Education 
Mark Lundgren, Director, Institutional Research 
Todd Schaefer, Political Science 
Phil Tolin, Associate Dean, College of the Sciences 
Thomas Wellock, History 
Alyssa Scarth, student 
Jessica Sutton, student 
Exhibit B 
Awarding of Posthumous Degrees 
PageS 
When Central Washington University learns of the death of a student who has been continuously enrolled in a program 
of study at CWU until the time of the onset of a terminal illness, an injury, or death, the university may award a degree 
posthumously if the following conditions are met: 
For undergraduate students: 
A. The student has achieved senior status. 
B. The student has declared a major and has completed at least one half of the requirements for the major that 
will be recorded on the diploma. 
C. The student is in good standing. 
D. The major department approves the awarding of the degree. 
For graduate students: 
A. The student has declared a specific degree program and has completed at least two-thirds of the courses in 
the major that will be recorded on the diploma. 
B. The student is in good standing. 
C. The major department approves the awarding of the degree. 
Continuing students who die before meeting the criteria listed above for a posthumous degree may be nominated for 
honorary degrees. Such nomination would be appropriate particularly for students who have made substantial progress 
toward a degree at Central Washington University or who have achieved particular distinction during their tenure at 
Central Washington University. 
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Exhibit C 
Three Proposals for distribution of $100,000 for faculty salaries, 2001-02 
Proposal I (Refined 2000-01 equity process) 
An allocation will be made to each college, school, or the library reflecting the relative proportionate variance of salaries 
of the tenured and tenure-track faculty in that unit from the national averages as reported in the National Faculty Salary 
Survey by Discipline and Rank conducted by the College and University Professional Association for Human Resources 
(CUPA). 
SALARY-ADJUSTMENT PROCESS 
Tenured and tenure-track faculty members will be eligible to be considered for salary adjustments from this fund. 
Adjustments made will be permanent and must place the faculty member at one of the grades/steps identified on the 
faculty salary scale. The following process will be employed in each of the colleges, school, and the library: 
1. Each dean will oversee the election of a five-member Equity Adjustment Committee of tenured faculty by the 
tenured and tenure-track faculty within his or her college. No more than two of the committee members may be 
from any one department. The Library will elect a committee of three tenured faculty. 
2. All tenured and tenure track faculty will submit vitas to their dean. The provost/vice president for academic 
affairs will update and correct the faculty records and provide them to the deans. A detailed and consistent set 
of instructions will be developed for the committees to use. 
3. The Equity Adjustment Committees in each college will review each tenured or tenure-track faculty in their 
college. Based on the definition of a salary inequity as described in Section 8.46.B of the CWU Faculty Code, the 
committees and the deans will use an iterative and collaborative process to determine whether adjustments 
should be made and the amount of the adjustment. 
Proposal II (Across the board salary increase) 
Raise the current salary scale by approximately 0.6%. 
Proposal Ill (CUPA disparity process) 
Limit adjustments to faculty who have received a merit II award or promotion at least once during the last two years. 
Determine CUPA disparities for each meritorious faculty by calculating the difference between current salaries and 
CUPA benchmarks. Rank order faculty by the size of their CUPA deficits; exclude faculty with salaries at or above the 
CUPA benchmarks. Beginning with salaries showing the largest CUPA deficits, grant a 1-step increase to faculty with 
CUPA deficits until the available funds are expended. Preliminary calculations indicate that not all faculty with CUPA 
deficits will receive an adjustment. 
Pros and Cons Discussed by the Salary Administration Board 
Proposal I 
Pro: This proposal is the only one that could provide substantial redress of inequities, albeit to only a small number of 
faculty. 
Con: The evaluation process is time-consuming and potentially contentious. 
Proposal II 
Pro: Conceptually simple and even-handed in appearance. 
Con: Does not redress inequities and would raise the salaries of non-meritorious faculty. 
Proposal Ill 
Pro: Addresses inequities of meritorious faculty, concentrating on those with the greatest deficits from CUPA 
benchmarks. Introduces CUPA benchmarks as a mechanism for evaluating and adjusting faculty salaries. 
Con: The cutoff for receiving an adjustment is unavoidably arbitrary given a fixed amount of money. Faculty with 
salaries at or above CUPA benchmarks are not eligible for adjustments even if their salaries are inequitable. 
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Exhibit D 
5-9.4.23 In completes 
5-9.4.23.1 An "I" grade means the student was not able to complete the course by the end of the term, but has 
satisfactorily completed a sufficient portion of it and can be expected to finish without having to 
re-enroll in it. 
5-9.4.23.2 To earn a grade, work of tho course must be completed as prescribed by the instructor on forms filed in 
the appropriate_ department office. (5-9.4.23.2 moved to 5-9.4.23.8) Incomplete procedures and 
Report of Incomplete (ROI) forms are available from the department offices as well as from the 
Registrar's office. 
5-9.4.23.3 If it is not---rompleted within one caleOOaf-year, the "I" 1Nill convert to a~ (5-9.4.23.3 moved to 5-
9.4.23.1 0) All incomplete work must be completed in no longer than one {1} calendar year from the 
last day of the quarter in which the "I" was received. 
5-9.4.23.4 Students may notre register for a course in which they receive a grade of incompl~ (5-9.4.23.4 
moved to 5-9.23.11.) In addition to recording a grade of "I" on the Grade Roster. the instructor must 
fill out a ROI form, stating what a student must do to complete the course, and setting a specific 
date up to one calendar year for the completion of the course work. 
5-9.4.23.5 The instructor must retain one copy of the four part ROI form for his or her own files and give one copy 
to the appropriate department where it will be kept on file. Departmental personnel will send two 
cooies to the Registrar's office. The Registrar's office will send one of the copies of the ROI form to 
the student. 
5-9.4.23.6 If the Instructor does not fill out the form completely, ·including setting a completion date, the Registrar 
will return the form to the appropriate department chair. The department chair is responsible for 
contacting the instructor and insuring that the instructor completes the form and returns it to the 
Registrar's office. 
5-9.4.23.7 It is the student's responsibility to contact the professor and make arrangements to complete the course. 
5-9.4.23.8 To earn a grade, a student must complete the work ef for the course Fffi:ISt.be completeel as prescribed 
by the instructor OR-forms filed in the appropriate department office Qy, the indicated date on the ROI 
form. 
5-9.4.23.9 If a student satisfactorily Gompletes the prescribed work within the indicated period. the Instructor must 
file a Change of Grade form by the end of the quarter in which the work was completed. 
5-9.4.23.1 0 If it-is the work is not completed within one calendar year, the "I" will convert to an "F,", the Registrar's 
office will automatically convert the "I" to an "F." 
5-9.4.23.11 Students may not re-register for a course in which they receive a grade of incomplete. 
Rationale: The policy has been clarified to give specific procedures and to indicate the person or persons' 
responsibilities. The confusion regarding the completion date will now be eliminated because the department chairs 
and the registrar's office will require a date. 
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Exhibit E 
New programs in Information Technology and Administrative Management 
Rationale: Recent research data published by the U.S. Office of Technology and State of Washington, Advisory 
Committee recommendations, community college initiatives, and internship feedback indicate a need for competent 
information technology professionals. In response to that need, the Information Technology and Administrative 
Management (IT AM) department revised its program and curriculum. 
To implement the proposed changes in our curriculum, the department revised its existing courses, deleted outdated 
courses, and added nineteen new courses. 
Costs: The only additional costs for implementing these programs will be for additional software for Web Administration 
of approximately $3000.00, which will be funded by the department. 
Networking Administration Specialization 
Core Requirements 50-53 
ADMG 495 Managerial Communications 4 
ADMG/IT 37 4 Project Management 4 
IT 228 Introduction to Information Technology 4 
IT 361 Hardware Management 4 
IT 452 Telecom and Microcomputer Networks 4 
IT 457 Network Security 4 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks 4 
IT 459 Workstation Administration 4 
IT 462 Administrative Systems Analysis & Design 4 
Electives 1-4 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 468 Projects in Database (4) 
IT 496 Individual Studies (1) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
TOTAL 87-93 
Web Administration Specialization 
Core Requirements 50-53 
IT 37 4 Project Management 4 
IT 228 lntro to Information Technology 4 
IT 361 Hardware Management 4 
IT 422 Web Site Construction 4 
IT 424 Managing a Web Site Team 4 
IT 426 Web Languages 4 
IT 428 Web Applications 4 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 4 
IT 470 Database and the Web 4 
Electives 1-4 
IT 462 Administrative Systems Analysis & Design (4) 
IT 496 Individual Studies (1) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
TOTAL 87-93 
Advertising Specialization 
Core Requirements 50-53 
COM 305 Advertising Copywriting and Placement 4 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing 3 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 4 
ME 350 Principles of Advertising 4 
ME 455 Research in Advertising and Retailing 4 
ME 461 Advertising and Sales Promotion 4 
Electives 17-20 
ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
COM 306 lntro to Online Media (4) 
COM 406 Online Media Skills (3) 
COM 309 Broadcast Copywriting (4) 
COM 347 Copy Editing (3) 
COM 348 Public Design (3) 
COM 349 Media Management (3) 
COM 370 Writing for Public Relations (3) 
COM 470 Applied Public Relations (4) 
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COM 475 Public Rei & Advertising Agency Mgt (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
ME 355 Advertising Media Planning (4) 
ME 467 Retail Management (4) 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce (4) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
MKT 462 Marketing Promotion Management (5) 
MKT 465 Direct Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Specialization 
IT 374 
IT228 
IT452 
IT462 
IT468 
IT470 
IT 485 
Core Requirements 
Project Management 
lntro to Information Technology 
Telecom and Microcomputer Networks 
Administrative Systems Analysis & Design 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Managerial Communications 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4) 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OM IS 420 Database Systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Network Administration Minor 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Business Communications & Report Writing 
IT 361 Hardware Management 
IT 37 4 Project Management 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 
IT 457 Network Security 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) OR 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
Electives 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks (4) 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Web Administration Minor 
ADMG 385 
IT204 
IT248 
IT374 
IT422 
IT424 
IT426 
IT428 
Business Communication & Report Writing 
Word Processing Applications 
Web Fundamentals 
Project Management 
Web Site construction 
Managing a Web Site Team 
Web Languages 
Web Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
TOTAL 
Retail Management & Technology Minor 
ADMG 201 lntro to Business 
ME 330 Principles of Retailing 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 467 Retail Management 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce 
Electives 
90-96 
50-53 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
9-12 
87-93 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
32 
4 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
36 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
11-13 
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ADMG 371 Administrative Mgmt (4) 
ADMG 385 Bus Comm & Report Writing (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Databse Applications (3) 
IT 374 Project management (4) 
ME 485 International Merchandising (4) 
MGT 380 Organizational Management (5) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Minor 
IT204 
IT228 
IT248 
IT268 
IT374 
IT468 
IT470 
Word Processing Applications 
Intra to Information Technology 
Web Fundamentals 
Database Applications 
Project Management 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4) 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
TOTAL 
Network Administration Certificate 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Business Communications & Report Writing 
IT 361 Hardware Management 
IT 374 Project Management 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 
IT 457 Network Security 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) OR 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
Electives 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks (4) 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Web Administration Certificate 
ADMG 385 
IT204 
IT248 
IT374 
IT422 
IT424 
IT426 
IT428 
Business Communication & Report Writing 
Word Processing Applications 
Web Fundamentals 
Project Management 
Web Site construction 
Managing a Web Site Team 
Web Languages 
Web Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
TOTAL 
Advertising Certificate 
COM 305 Advertising Copywriting and Placement 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 350 Principles of Advertising 
ME 455 Research in Advertising and Retailing 
Electives 
30-32 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
10 
34 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
32 
4 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
36 
4 
4 
4 
4 
10 
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ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
COM 306 lntro to Online Media (4) 
COM 406 Online Media Skills (3) 
COM 309 Broadcast Copywriting (4) 
COM 347 Copy Editing (3) 
COM 348 Public Design (3) 
COM 349 Media Management (3) 
COM 370 Writing for Public Relations (3) 
COM 470 Applied Public Relations (4) 
COM 475 Public Rei & Advertising Agency Mgt (4) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
ME 355 Advertising Media Planning (4) 
ME 467 Retail Management (4) 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce (4) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
MKT 462 Marketing Promotion Management (5) 
MKT 465 Direct Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Certificate 
IT204 
IT228 
IT248 
IT268 
IT374 
IT468 
IT470 
Word Processing Applications 
lntro to Information Technology 
Web Fundamentals 
Database Applications 
Project Management 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4) 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
TOTAL 
Administrative Management Certificate 
ACCT 301 Financial Accounting 
ADMG 201 lntro to Business 
ADMG 355 Workplace Administration 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Bus Communications and Report Writing 
IT 204 Word Processing Applications 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications 
IT 268 Database Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 228 lntro to Information Technology (4) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 248 Web Fundamentals (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 462 Systems Analysis and Design (4) 
TOTAL 
Personal Computer Applications Certificate 
IT 228 lntro to Information Technology 
IT 204 Word Processing 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications 
IT 268 Database Applications 
IT 288 Presentation Applications 
IT 248 Web Fundamentals 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing 
Electives 
ACCT 455 Accounting Information Systems (5) 
CS 167 Visual Basic Beginning (4) 
CS 367 Visual Basic Advanced (4) 
30 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
10 
34 
5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
33 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
12 
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CS 420 Database Systems (5) 
CS or PSY 462 Computer Methods for Soc Sci (4) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 426 Web Languages (4) 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) 
IT 468 Projects in Database Projects (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
SOC 464 Applied Data Analysis (3) 
TOTAL 
Retail Management and Technology Certificate 
ADMG 2011ntro to Business 
ME 330 Principles of Retailing 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 467 Retail Management 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Mgmt (4) 
ADMG 385 Bus Comm & Report Writing (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Databse Applications (3) 
IT 374 Project management (4) 
MGT 380 Organizational Management (5) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Exhibit F 
35 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
11-13 
30-32 
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The Faculty Senate Development and Appropriations Committee met on January 16, 2002, in addition to two other 
meetings in the Fall quarter, 2001, and passed the following revised recommendation to distribute the $100,000 faculty 
development funds as follows: 
1. $24,000 distributed evenly to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace 
Studies/AFROTC). A department disbursement will be made to the Faculty Senate based on the ruling last year 
that the senate chair represents faculty not assigned to academic departments. 
2. $60,000 distributed to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace 
Studies/AFROTC), with each department receiving an amount proportional to its fall FTEF. Disbursements to 
academic programs not associated with an academic department will be made based on.fall FTEF. Faculty on 
leave do not count as an FTEF for the disbursement. 
3. $500 to Military Science/ROTC. 
4. $500 to Aerospace Studies /AFROTC. 
5. The above funds are to be used exclusively for individual faculty development. In order to receive these monies, 
each department must provide a rationale and explanation for the use of these funds. 
6. $15,000 for projects intended to serve the faculty development needs of the university as a whole rather than the 
needs of individual faculty members or departments. Applications for these funds are submitted to the Faculty 
Senate Development and Appropriations Committee. 
MINUTES 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: January 30, 2002 
http :1/www .cwu .ed u/-fsenate 
Presiding Officer: Lad Holden 
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
ROLL CALL: 
Senators: 
Visitors: 
All senators or their alternates were present except Johnson, Melbourne, Olivero, Wyatt 
Barney Erickson, Tracy Schwindt, Mark Lundgren, Carolyn Wells, Thomas Yeh 
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA MOTION NO. 02-03 (Passed): The agenda was approved as 
presented. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the January 9, 2002, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as presented. 
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request) 
Correspondence from Ona Youmans, Director of Human Resources, Re: Public Service Recognition Week. 
ANSWERS TO SENATE CONCERNS: 
Secretary Richmond read responses to senate concerns: 
• At the October 3 senate meeting a concern was expressed regarding the university's move to an on-line only 
version of the CWU policies manual. Since the policies manual is something of a contract and condition of 
employment as well as the institutions policies of operation, Senator CannCasciato asked what archive and 
security procedures are in place to protect the integrity of the document? 
The provost's response is as follows: 
As announced earlier the official policy and procedures manual is now on the CWU web page. The CWU web 
page is on the most secure server on campus. CWU has chosen to use Novell rather than Microsoft networking 
largely because of better security. Archival copies of all changes in the manual will be maintained in the Office 
of the President. 
• At the December 5, 2001 senate meeting a concern was expressed regarding the process of changing policy in 
the CWU policies manual. Senator Donahoe asked, "When a recommendation leaves the Faculty Senate is 
there a procedure in place to track whether or not the recommendation is accepted, rejected or changed before 
placing it into policy? 
The provost's response is as follows: 
Approved changes in the policies and procedures manual will be processed by the Office of the President and 
updated on the official web version of the manual as soon as possible after approval. Faculty and staff will be 
notified by the Office of the President via E-mail early each quarter of all changes approved in the preceding 
quarter. Also, the Faculty Senate will be notified of significant modification or rejection of recommendations 
originating from the senate as soon as possible after the decision is made. 
• During the discussion regarding the provost's Faculty Salary Base report at the December 5, 2001 senate 
meeting Senator Culjak asked, "What percentage of the budget reductions was taken out of the administrative 
salary base?" 
The provost's response is as follows: 
The provost submitted a spreadsheet to the senate showing academic affairs' base allocation FY 01, FY 01 
budget reduction, base allocation FY 02, that are all shown in category percentages. 
Since the provost was unable to attend the meeting senators were asked to send questions in writing to the 
senate and the provost will answer at the February 13, 2002 senate meeting. 
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REPORTS: 
A. ACTION ITEMS: 
Chair 
Motion No. 02-04 (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was approved: 
"Create the Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Committee charged with determining a comprehensive 
and systematic process for evaluating instruction. In their deliberations, the committee should at least 
consider SEOI, peer review, self-review, and administrative assessment." 
Motion No. 02-05 (Delayed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was delayed: 
"Appointment of members to the Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Committee attached as Exhibit A." 
It was the consensus of the senate that there should be a more diverse composition of representatives on 
the committee. Chair Holden proposed appointing two representatives from each college that represent 
different teaching styles. He asked senators to send comments and nominations of faculty who represent 
the various teaching styles that would also be willing to serve on the committee. 
Motion No. 02-06 (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was approved: 
"Policy to award posthumous degrees attached as Exhibit B." 
Concerns were expressed that the graduation application fee of $25 would be charged to persons requesting 
this degree. Chair Holden agreed to express this concern when the president's advisory council reviews the 
proposal. 
Motion No. 02-07 (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that was approved: 
"The Faculty Senate will select one plan from the three proposed options for the distribution of the $100,000 
Faculty Equity Salary Pool, attached as Exhibit C, by means of a Faculty Senate vote." 
Motion No. 02-07A (Passed): Senator Culjak proposed a motion that was approved: 'That the Faculty 
Senate vote, by show of hands, for the three plans. The plan that receives the majority of the votes will be 
the one selected." 
The consensus of the senate was to conduct the actual vote at the February 13, 2002 senate meeting. This 
will give senators time to consult with their constituents. 
Tabled Motion No. 02-02A (Passed): The Faculty Senate Executive Committee made a motion that after 
amendment was approved: "That the Central Washington University Faculty Senate support HB 2403 and 
SB 6440 for enabling legislation." 
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee 
Tabled Motion No. 01-55 (Passed): Senator Donahoe, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs 
Committee, proposed a motion that was approved: "Revisions to section 5-9.4.23 lncompletes of the Central 
Washington University Polices Manual attached as Exhibit D." 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
Motion No. 02-08 (Delayed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, 
proposed a motion that was delayed: "Addition of new programs in Department of Information Technology 
and Administrative Management attached as Exhibit E." 
Faculty Senate Development and Appropriations 
Tabled Motion No. 01-59 (Passed): Senator Charles Li, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Development and 
Appropriations Committee, proposed a motion that was approved: "Recommendation to distribute the 
$100,000 faculty development fund attached as Exhibit F." 
Point of clarification; the library is included in the term "academic departments." 
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS: 
1. CHAIR: 1. Chair Holden informed senators that the code committee will be charged with developing a 
process to review the faculty reappointment, promotion and tenure process and the grievance process. 2. 
Chair Holden will inquire where the budget committee is in creating the budgetary benchmarks report. 3. In 
answer to concerns expressed at a previous senate meeting regarding the collaboration between the provost 
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and budget committee when adjusting the faculty salary base, Chair Holden will charge the budget committee 
to work with Provost Saltz to find a definition of "collaboration" used in section 8.30 Faculty Salary Base of 
the faculty code. 
2. CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Braunstein informed senators that the legislature is now in session and that 
there are a number of issues that could affect faculty. Some of these issues are the enabling legislation bill 
that the senate acted on earlier in the meeting, tuition-setting authority by universities, and an assessment of 
university branch campuses. Chair Elect Braunstein did not feel that Central would be affected by the 
assessment of branch campuses because Central has university centers instead. He explained that there is 
a distinction between centers and branch campuses and that some of the legislators are interested in 
examining how Central's university centers operate. The provost is presently in Olympia attending the 
branch campus hearings. Another issue is associated with faculty retirement plans that is a carry forward 
from last year's HB 2244 to this year's HB 2632. The digest of this bill reads: "Declares an intent to provide 
the faculty and other employees of the state universities, regional universities, The Evergreen State College, 
and the community and technical colleges, membership in the teachers insurance annuity association of 
America and college retirement equities fund (TIM-CREF), a defined contribution retirement plan. Finds 
that a defined contribution plan is characterized by guaranteed retirement contributions by the employer and 
fixed contributions by the employee. Because the retirement benefit in a defined contribution plan is based 
on the accumulations in and the performance of the investment funds to which the employers and employees 
contribute, it is the intent of the legislature neither to guarantee nor limit this benefit." This bill would remove 
the requirement for supplementation if the faculty retirement salary falls below fifty-percent of their salary 
while employed. The strategy behind this is to remove the requirement the state now has to reassess 
contributions so that faculty do not receive more than sixty-percent of their salaries when they retire. The 
hope is that this will benefit faculty by removing the supplementation requirement that makes it essentially a 
trade off. In general, the Council of Faculty Representatives is in favor of this legislation because the only 
faculty affected by it will be those who sign up for TIM CREF after the adoption of the bill; proposed effective 
date of July 2002. Retirement plans for faculty already in TIM CREF will not be affected. The final 
legislative issue regards state employee health care benefits. He informed senators to expect some fairly 
significant changes in contributions towards health care benefits. Central is working at addressing a portion 
of what the impact may be on salaries by developing a contribution plan where employees can deposit pre-
tax money to pay health care co-pays and deductibles. 
3. PRESIDENT: President Mcintyre reported on current legislative issues. 1. President Mcintyre explained 
that the big issue in terms of branch campuses is the cost of operation. The University of Washington and 
Washington State's branch campuses are unlike Central's university centers. 2. There are several bills 
going forward regarding university tuition policies. The four regional universities, Central, Eastern, Western, 
and The Evergreen State College, are taking the position that the regional universities do not want a very 
large increase in tuition because it will place the burden onto students. The University of Washington and 
Washington State University want more unlimited tuition authority, both for undergraduates and graduates. 
These two institutions feel that they have the financial aid resources it will take to support a tuition increase. 
The real issue in regards to the tuition policy is more the balance between support from tuition, financial aid 
support to students, and the general fund. The concern is that if institutions continue to function well by 
increasing tuition that the state will continually decrease the share of general fund support. 3. On January 17 
there was a Joint Governing Board meeting where former Governor Dan Evans and Governor Locke talked 
about financial support for higher education. The issue both governors raised was in order to ensure that 
operating budgets are sustained, a guaranteed dedicated funding source must be identified. Representative 
Helen Sommers has, in the past, pointed out that universities do not speak with a common voice, that 
institutions are competitive and have competing messages. Therefore, the institutions are working together 
to send a common message to the legislature indicating that higher education is a public benefit that must be 
sustained. 4. There are two finalists for the position of Vice President for University Relations that will be 
visiting Central's campus in February. There is an open forum for faculty, staff and students on February 4, 
at 2:30p.m. in the Sue Lombard Room and February 19, at 2:30p.m. also in the Sue Lombard Room. She 
urged senators to attend the forums and provide their feedback to the search committee. 
4. STUDENT REPORT: No report. 
5. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Senator Donahoe informed senators that the academic affairs; 
committee will bring to the senate, a statewide general education transfer agreement for action at the 
February 13, 2002 meeting. The agreement states that if any university has accepted a basic or breadth 
criteria, then Central will grant that credit to its transfer students. She informed senators that all the other 
universities have accepted this agreement. 
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report. 
CODE COMMITTEE: No report. 
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Senator Culjak reminded senators that the deadline to submit curriculum 
changes to be in next year's hard copy catalog is tomorrow, January 31, 2002. The curriculum 
committee is currently accepting enrichment courses for spring quarter. Senator Culjak informed 
senators that there is now an electronic working catalog on the web. This web site lists all the changes 
since May of last year not in the hard copy catalog. 
DEVELOPMENT AND APPROPRIATIONS: The university-wide faculty development call for proposals 
has been submitted to the senate executive committee. As soon as the development and appropriations 
committee gains approval from the executive committee they will advertise the request in the campus 
bulletin, on the senate web site, and send an E-mail to all faculty. He indicated that the same process as 
last year would be used this year. The deadline for submitting applications is Monday, April 1, 2002 at 
5:00p.m. 
GENERAL EDUCATION: No report. 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE/COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES: No report. 
6. SENATE CONCERNS: 1. Senator Chenyang Li, asked President Mcintyre what the results were 
regarding the NASC review last fall. President Mcintyre stated that Central received a report from the 
commission indicating that they had accepted the report, commended Central for the progress that was 
made, and requested a progress report on four of the recommendations due this fall. 2. Senator Nelson 
asked how the senate's motion regarding support for enabling legislation would get to the president. 
Chair Holden explained that the recommendation would be forwarded to Richard Alumbaugh, Central's 
Faculty Legislative Representative, so that he can relay it to the legislature. Chair Holden further 
explained that all statements from the Faculty Senate to legislators go through our Faculty Legislative 
Representative. The process the Faculty Senate uses in addressing legislative issues is through the 
Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee, the Council of Faculty Representatives (CFR), and the Faculty 
Legislative Representative. The senate's chair elect is the chair of the public affairs committee as well as 
a member of the CFR. The Faculty Legislative Representative is also a member of the CFR. Chair 
Holden also explained that one of the reasons Dr. Alumbaugh has been the Faculty Legislative 
Representative for a long time is that it is cost effective to have a representative that lives in the Seattle 
area and teaches at night. This decreases travel costs and loss time from classes. 3. Senator Donahoe 
expressed concerns regarding maintaining the integrity of standing committee reports. Her main concern 
is that the senate does not acknowledge the work the committee does prior to introducing proposals for 
senate action and that it may have an adverse affect on standing committee membership. 4. Senator 
Donahoe informed senators that there is a group meeting with the ombudsperson to address campus 
climate. 5. Senator Sutton expressed her concern regarding the Steilacoom Center. She explained that 
she had just made her first visit to the center and found the learning environment and equipment needs 
inadequate. President Mcintyre addressed her concern by stating that there is remodel money in the 
current biennium for Steilacoom. The university has decided to put the money towards a floor in a new 
building that Pierce College is constructing instead of remodeling the temporary buildings where 
Steilacoom is currently housed. She informed Senator Sutton that Margaret Badgley would be a 
resource to use in answering any other questions or concerns she may have. 
OLD BUSINESS: No old business. 
NEW BUSINESS: No new business. 
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 4:55p.m. 
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 13, 2002*** 
BARGE 412 
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Exhibit A 
Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Membership: 
Chair, Wendy Williams, Psychology 
Jim Brown, Political Science 
Nancy Buergel, Family and Consumer Sciences 
Phil Diaz, Psychology 
Robert Holtfreter, Accounting 
Craig Hughes, Teacher Education 
Mark Lundgren, Director, Institutional Research 
Todd Schaefer, Political Science 
Phil Tolin, Associate Dean, College of the Sciences 
Thomas Wellock, History 
Alyssa Scarth, student 
Jessica Sutton, student 
Exhibit B 
Awarding of Posthumous Degrees 
PageS 
When Central Washington University learns of the death of a student who has been continuously enrolled in a program 
of study at CWU until the time of the onset of a terminal illness, an injury, or death, the university may award a degree 
posthumously if the following conditions are met: 
For undergraduate students: 
A. The student has achieved senior status. 
B. The student has declared a major and has completed at least one half of the requirements for the major that 
will be recorded on the diploma. 
C. The student is in good standing. 
D. The major department approves the awarding of the degree. 
For graduate students: 
A. The student has declared a specific degree program and has completed at least two-thirds of the courses in 
the major that will be recorded on the diploma. 
B. The student is in good standing. 
C. The major department approves the awarding of the degree. 
Continuing students who die before meeting the criteria listed above for a posthumous degree may be nominated for 
honorary degrees. Such nomination would be appropriate particularly for students who have made substantial progress 
toward a degree at Central Washington University or who have achieved particular distinction during their tenure at 
Central Washington University. 
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Exhibit C 
Three Proposals for distribution of $100,000 for faculty salaries, 2001-02 
Proposal I (Refined 2000-01 equity process) 
An allocation will be made to each college, school, or the library reflecting the relative proportionate variance of salaries 
of the tenured and tenure-track faculty in that unit from the national averages as reported in the National Faculty Salary 
Survey by Discipline and Rank conducted by the College and University Professional Association for Human Resources 
(CUPA). 
SALARY-ADJUSTMENT PROCESS 
Tenured and tenure-track faculty members will be eligible to be considered for salary adjustments from this fund. 
Adjustments made will be permanent and must place the faculty member at one of the grades/steps identified on the 
faculty salary scale. The following process will be employed in each of the colleges, school, and the library: 
1. Each dean will oversee the election of a five-member Equity Adjustment Committee of tenured faculty by the 
tenured and tenure-track faculty within his or her college. No more than two of the committee members may be 
from any one department. The Library will elect a committee of three tenured faculty. 
2. All tenured and tenure track faculty will submit vitas to their dean. The provost/vice president for academic 
affairs will update and correct the faculty records and provide them to the deans. A detailed and consistent set 
of instructions will be developed for the committees to use. 
3. The Equity Adjustment Committees in each college will review each tenured or tenure-track faculty in their 
college. Based on the definition of a salary inequity as described in Section 8.46.B of the CWU Faculty Code, the 
committees and the deans will use an iterative and collaborative process to determine whether adjustments 
should be made and the amount of the adjustment. 
Proposal II (Across the board salary increase) 
Raise the current salary scale by approximately 0.6%. 
Proposal Ill (CUPA disparity process) 
Limit adjustments to faculty who have received a merit II award or promotion at least once during the last two years. 
Determine CUPA disparities for each meritorious faculty by calculating the difference between current salaries and 
CUPA benchmarks. Rank order faculty by the size of their CUPA deficits; exclude faculty with salaries at or above the 
CUPA benchmarks. Beginning with salaries showing the largest CUPA deficits, grant a 1-step increase to faculty with 
CUPA deficits until the available funds are expended. Preliminary calculations indicate that not all faculty with CUPA 
deficits will receive an adjustment. 
Pros and Cons Discussed by the Salary Administration Board 
Proposal I 
Pro: This proposal is the only one that could provide substantial redress of inequities, albeit to only a small number of 
faculty. 
Con: The evaluation process is time-consuming and potentially contentious. 
Proposal II 
Pro: Conceptually simple and even-handed in appearance. 
Con: Does not redress inequities and would raise the salaries of non-meritorious faculty. 
Proposal Ill 
Pro: Addresses inequities of meritorious faculty, concentrating on those with the greatest deficits from CUPA 
benchmarks. Introduces CUPA benchmarks as a mechanism for evaluating and adjusting faculty salaries. 
Con: The cutoff for receiving an adjustment is unavoidably arbitrary given a fixed amount of money. Faculty with 
salaries at or above CUPA benchmarks are not eligible for adjustments even if their salaries are inequitable. 
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Exhibit D 
5-9.4.23 lncompletes 
5-9.4.23.1 An "I" grade means the student was not able to complete the course by the end of the term, but has 
satisfactorily completed a sufficient portion of it and can be expected to finish without having to 
re-enroll in it. 
5-9.4.23.2 To earn a grade, wark af the course must be completed as prescribed by the instructor on farms filed in 
the appropriate department office. (5-9.4.23.2 moved to 5-9.4.23.8) Incomplete procedures and 
Report of Incomplete (ROI) forms are available from the department offices as well as from the 
Registrar's office. 
5-9.4.23.3 If it is not completed wit.Afn one caleAGa.r year, the "I" 'Nill convert to an "F." (5-9.4.23.3 moved to 5-
9.4.23.1 0) All incomplete work must be completed in no longer than one (1) calendar year from the 
last day of the quarter in which the "I" was received. 
5-9.4.23.4 Students may not re register fer a course in which they receive a grade of incomplete. (5-9.4.23.4 
moved to 5-9.23.11.) In addition to recording a grade of "I" on the Grade Roster. the instructor must 
fill out a ROI form. stating what a student must do to complete the course, and setting a specific 
date up to one calendar year for the completion of the course work. 
5-9.4.23.5 The instructor must retain one copy of the four part ROI form for his or her own files and give one copy 
to the appropriate department where it will be kept on file. Departmental personnel will send two 
copies to the Registrar's office. The Registrar's office will send one of the copies of the ROI form to 
the student. 
5-9.4.23.6 If the Instructor does not fill out the form completely. including setting a completion date, the Registrar 
will return the form to the appropriate department chair. The department chair is responsible for 
contacting the instructor and insuring that the instructor completes the form and returns it to the 
Registrar's office. 
5-9.4.23.7 It is the student's responsibility to contact the professor and make arrangements to complete the course. 
5-9.4.23.8 To earn a grade, a student must complete the work ef for the course must be completed as prescribed 
by the instructor on forms filed in tho appropriat&aepartment effice Q:l the indicated date on the ROI 
form. 
5-9.4.23.9 If a student satisfactorily completes the prescribed work within the indicated period. the Instructor must 
file a Change of Grade form by the end of the quarter in which the work was completed. 
5-9.4.23.1 0 If iHs the work is not completed within eAe-Galendar year, the "I" will convert te a~. the Registrar's 
office will automatically convert the ''I" to an "F." 
5-9.4.23.11 Students may not re-register for a course in which they receive a grade of incomplete. 
Rationale: The policy has been clarified to give specific procedures and to indicate the person or persons' 
responsibilities. The confusion regarding the completion date will now be eliminated because the department chairs 
and the registrar's office will require a date. 
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Exhibit E 
New programs in Information Technology and Administrative Management 
Rationale: Recent research data published by the U.S. Office of Technology and State of Washington, Advisory 
Committee recommendations, community college initiatives, and internship feedback indicate a need for competent 
information technology professionals. In response to that need, the Information Technology and Administrative 
Management (IT AM) department revised its program and curriculum. 
To implement the proposed changes in our curriculum, the department revised its existing courses, deleted outdated 
courses, and added nineteen new courses. 
Costs: The only additional costs for implementing these programs will be for additional software for Web Administration 
of approximately $3000.00, which will be funded by the department. 
Networking Administration Specialization 
Core Requirements 50-53 
ADMG 495 Managerial Communications 4 
ADMG/IT 374 Project Management 4 
IT 228 Introduction to Information Technology 4 
IT 361 Hardware Management 4 
IT 452 Telecom and Microcomputer Networks 4 
IT 457 Network Security 4 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks 4 
IT 459 Workstation Administration 4 
IT 462 Administrative Systems Analysis & Design 4 
Electives 1-4 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 468 Projects in Database (4) 
IT 496 Individual Studies (1) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
TOTAL 87-93 
Web Administration Specialization 
Core Requirements 50-53 
IT 374 Project Management 4 
IT 228 Intra to Information Technology 4 
IT 361 Hardware Management 4 
IT 422 Web Site Construction 4 
IT 424 Managing a Web Site Team 4 
IT 426 Web Languages 4 
IT 428 Web Applications 4 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 4 
IT 470 Database and the Web 4 
Electives 1-4 
IT 462 Administrative Systems Analysis & Design (4) 
IT 496 Individual Studies (1) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
TOTAL 87-93 
Advertising Specialization 
Core Requirements 50-53 
COM 305 Advertising Copywriting and Placement 4 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing 3 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 4 
ME 350 Principles of Advertising 4 
ME 455 Research in Advertising and Retailing 4 
ME 461 Advertising and Sales Promotion 4 
Electives 17-20 
ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
COM 306 Intra to Online Media (4) 
COM 406 Online Media Skills (3) 
COM 309 Broadcast Copywriting (4) 
COM 347 Copy Editing (3) 
COM 348 Public Design (3) 
COM 349 Media Management (3) 
COM 370 Writing for Public Relations (3) 
COM 470 Applied Public Relations (4) 
Faculty Senate Minutes, January 30, 2002 
COM 475 Public Rei & Advertising Agency Mgt (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
ME 355 Advertising Media Planning (4) 
ME 467 Retail Management (4) 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce (4) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
MKT 462 Marketing Promotion Management (5) 
MKT 465 Direct Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Specialization 
IT374 
IT228 
IT452 
IT462 
IT468 
IT470 
IT485 
Core Requirements 
Project Management 
Intra to Information Technology 
Telecom and Microcomputer Networks 
Administrative Systems Analysis & Design 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Managerial Communications 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4) 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Network Administration Minor 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Business Communications & Report Writing 
IT 361 Hardware Management 
IT 374 Project Management 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 
IT 457 Network Security 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) OR 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
Electives 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks (4) 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Web Administration Minor 
ADMG 385 
IT204 
IT248 
IT 374 
IT422 
IT424 
IT426 
IT428 
Business Communication & Report Writing 
Word Processing Applications 
Web Fundamentals 
Project Management 
Web Site construction 
Managing a Web Site Team 
Web Languages 
Web Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
TOTAL 
Retail Management & Technology Minor 
ADMG 201 lntro to Business 
ME 330 Principles of Retailing 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 467 Retail Management 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce 
Electives 
90-96 
50-53 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
9-12 
87-93 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
32 
4 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
36 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
11 -13 
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ADMG 371 Administrative Mgmt (4) 
ADMG 385 Bus Comm & Report Writing (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Databse Applications (3) 
IT 374 Project management (4) 
ME 485 International Merchandising (4) 
MGT 380 Organizational Management (5) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Minor 
IT204 
IT228 
IT248 
IT268 
IT374 
IT468 
IT470 
Word Processing Applications 
lntro to Information Technology 
Web Fundamentals 
Database Applications 
Project Management 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4) 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
TOTAL 
Network Administration Certificate 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Business Communications & Report Writing 
IT 361 Hardware Management 
IT 374 Project Management 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 
IT 457 Network Security 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) OR 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
Electives 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks (4) 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Web Administration Certificate 
ADMG385 
IT204 
IT248 
IT374 
IT422 
IT424 
IT426 
IT428 
Business Communication & Report Writing 
Word Processing Applications 
Web Fundamentals 
Project Management 
Web Site construction 
Managing a Web Site Team 
Web Languages 
Web Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
TOTAL 
Advertising Certificate 
COM 305 Advertising Copywriting and Placement 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 350 Principles of Advertising 
ME 455 Research in Advertising and Retailing 
Electives 
30-32 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
10 
34 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
32 
4 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
36 
4 
4 
4 
4 
10 
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ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
COM 306 Intra to Online Media (4) 
COM 406 Online Media Skills (3) 
COM 309 Broadcast Copywriting (4) 
COM 347 Copy Editing (3) 
COM 348 Public Design (3) 
COM 349 Media Management (3) 
COM 370 Writing for Public Relations (3) 
COM 470 Applied Public Relations (4) 
COM 475 Public Rei & Advertising Agency Mgt (4) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
ME 355 Advertising Media Planning (4) 
ME 467 Retail Management (4) 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce (4) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
MKT 462 Marketing Promotion Management (5) 
MKT 465 Direct Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Certificate 
IT204 
IT228 
IT248 
IT268 
IT374 
IT468 
IT470 
Word Processing Applications 
Intra to Information Technology 
Web Fundamentals 
Database Applications 
Project Management 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4) 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OM IS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
TOTAL 
Administrative Management Certificate 
ACCT 301 Financial Accounting 
ADMG 201 Intra to Business 
ADMG 355 Workplace Administration 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Bus Communications and Report Writing 
IT 204 Word Processing Applications 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications 
IT 268 Database Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 228 Intra to Information Technology (4) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 248 Web Fundamentals (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 462 Systems Analysis and Design (4) 
TOTAL 
Personal Computer Applications Certificate 
IT 228 Intra to Information Technology 
IT 204 Word Processing 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications 
IT 268 Database Applications 
IT 288 Presentation Applications 
IT 248 Web Fundamentals 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing 
Electives 
ACCT 455 Accounting Information Systems (5) 
CS 167 Visual Basic Beginning (4) 
CS 367 Visual Basic Advanced (4) 
30 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
10 
34 
5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
33 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
12 
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CS 420 Database Systems (5) 
CS or PSY 462 Computer Methods for Soc Sci (4) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 426 Web Languages (4) 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) 
IT 468 Projects in Database Projects (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
SOC 464 Applied Data Analysis (3) 
TOTAL 
Retail Management and Technology Certificate 
ADMG 2011ntro to Business 
ME 330 Principles of Retailing 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 467 Retail Management 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Mgmt (4) 
ADMG 385 Bus Comm & Report Writing (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Databse Applications (3) 
IT 374 Project management (4) 
MGT 380 Organizational Management (5) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Exhibit F 
35 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
11-13 
30-32 
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The Faculty Senate Development and Appropriations Committee met on January 16, 2002, in addition to two other 
meetings in the Fall quarter, 2001, and passed the following revised recommendation to distribute the $100,000 faculty 
development funds as follows: 
1. $24,000 distributed evenly to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace 
Studies/AFROTC). A department disbursement will be made to the Faculty Senate based on the ruling last year 
that the senate chair represents faculty not assigned to academic departments. 
2. $60,000 distributed to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace 
Studies/AFROTC), with each department receiving an amount proportional to its fall FTEF. Disbursements to 
academic programs not associated with an academic department will be made based on fall FTEF. Faculty on 
leave do not count as an FTEF for the disbursement. 
3. $500 to Military Science/ROTC. 
4. $500 to Aerospace Studies /AFROTC. 
5. The above funds are to be used exclusively for individual faculty development. In order to receive these monies, 
each department must provide a rationale and explanation for the use of these funds . 
6. $15,000 for projects intended to serve the faculty development needs of the university as a whole rather than the 
needs of individual faculty members or departments. Applications for these funds are submitted to the Faculty 
Senate Development and Appropriations Committee. 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
Wednesday, January 30, 2002, 3:10p.m. 
BARGE 412 
AGENDA 
ROLL CALL 
II. MOTION NO. 02-03: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
V. ANSWERS TO SENATE CONCERNS (5 Minutes) 
VI. REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS (80 Minutes) 
hair 
**"*R E V I S E D*** 
pt!St:;.t.. --Motion No. 02-04: "Create the Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Committee charged with 
determining a comprehensive and systematic process for evaluating instruction. In their deliberations, 
the committee should at least consider SEOI, peer review, self-review, and administrative assessment." 
A. · ~~ -Motion No. 02-05: "Appointment of members to the Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction 
PIJ.- 7 Committee attached as Exhibit A." 
Pti.S. -Motion No. 02-06: "Policy to award posthumous degrees attached as Exhibit B." ( _ Motion No. 02-07: "The Faculty Senate will select one plan from the three proposed options for the 
• 
1; J'f.-r/ pistributlon of the $100,000 Faculty Equity Salary Pool, attached as Exhibit C, by means of a Facu t~ "'( /.)::3 
· Senate vote." ''IV 
,) -· Tabled Motion No. 02-02A: '~That the Central Washington University Faculty Senate supporrln sp rit'fhe 
4 1. effort and intent to create enabling legislation." 
1 1.. Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee 
Qft~~~ Tabled No. Motion 01-55: "Revisions to section 5-9.4. 23 lncompletes of the Central Washington 
r University Pollees Manual attached as Exhibit D." 
,. Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
I AJ 1 Motion No. 02-08: "Addition of new programs in the department of information technology and # wrtt administrative management attached as Exhibit E." 
Faculty Senate Development and Appropriations Committee 
Tabled Motion No. 01-59: "Recommendation to distribute the $100,000 faculty development fund 
attached as Exhibit F." A_ !..If a ~ / 5 J, nwh' .n-• No. tJ:J -o7 rr 
11ttt//- I 1-. /1- e ~ 4c ~ 
r · ~--,~, /,t.f'-IO 
VII. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS 
1. CHAIR (5 Minutes) 
2. CHAIR ELECT (5 Minutes) 
3. PRESIDENT (5 Minutes) 
4. STUDENT REPORT (5 Minutes) 
5. SENATE COMMITTEES (5 Minutes) 
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe 
Budget Committee: Thomas Yeh 
Code Committee: David Dauwalder 
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak 
Development and Appropriations: Charles Li 
General Education: Carey Gazis 
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins 
Public Affairs Committee/Councii of Faculty Representatives: 
VIII. OLD BUSINESS 
IX. NEW BUSINESS 
~. ADJOURNMENT 
,.) r:;, l 
Michael Braunstein 
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: February 13, 2002*** 
BARGE 412 
Exhibit A 
Ad Hoc Faculty Evaluation of Instruction Membership: 
Chair, Wendy Williams, Psychology 
Jim Brown, Political Science 
Nancy Buergel, Family and Consumer Sciences 
Phi! Diaz, Psychology 
Robert Holtfreter, Accounting 
Craig Hughes, Te~cher Educ~ti~n · . ;_ . "" · . 
Mark Lundgren, Director, lnst1tut1onal Research __. /J p 11 {) t.) f r \ \f 11 r"<1 ~1\\ L( ~C \.. _j.J(- t6o 1 < r(' 
Todd Schaefer, Political Science ) 
Phil Tolin, Associate Dean, College of the Sciences 
Thomas Wellock, History 
Alyssa Scarth, student 
Jessica Sutton, student 
Exhibit B 
Awarding of Posthumous Degrees 
When Central Washington University learns of the death of a student who has been continuously enrolled in a program of 
study at CWU until the time of the onset of a terminal illness, an injury, or death, the university may award a degree 
posthumously if the following conditions are met: 
For undergraduate students: 
A. The student has achieved senior status. 
B. The student has declared a major and has completed at least one half of the requirements for the major that 
will be recorded on the diploma. 
C. The student is in good standing. 
D. The major department approves the awarding of the degree. 
For graduate students: 
A. The student has declared a specific degree program and has completed at least two-thirds of the courses in 
the major that will be recorded on the diploma. 
B. The student is in good standing. 
C. The major department approves the awarding of the degree. 
Continuing students who die before meeting the criteria listed at:>ove for a posthumous degree may be nominated for 
honorary degrees. Such nomination would be appropriate particularly for students who have made substantial progress 
toward a degree at Central Washington University or who have achieved particular distinction during their tenure at 
Central Washington University. 
Exhibit C 
• Three Proposals for distribution of $100,000 for faculty salaries, 2001-02 
Qroposal I (Refined 2000-01 equity process) 
An allocation will be made to eaGh college, school, or the library reflecting the relative proportionate variance of salaries of 
the tenured and tenure-track fac<:ulty in that unit from the national averages as rep0rted in the National Faculty Salary 
Survey by Discipline and Rank conducted by the College and University Professional Association for Human Resources 
(CUPA). 
SALARY-ADJUSTMENT PROCESS 
Tenure<:! and tenure-track faculty members will be eligible to be considered for salary adjustments from this fund. 
Adjustments made will be permanent and must place the faculty member at one of the. grades/steps Identified on the 
faculty salary scale. The following pr0cess will be employed in each 0f the colleges, school, and the library: 
1. Each dean will oversee the election of a five-member Equity Adjustment Committee ef tenured faculty by the 
tenured and tenure-track faculty with in his or her college. No more than two of the committee memb~rs may be 
from any one department. The Library will elect a c0mmittee of three tenured faculty. 
~ it.: . 
2. All tenured and tenure track faculty will submit vitas to their dean. The provost/Vtee ~=>resident for academic affairs 
will update and correct the faculty reeerds and provide them to the deans. A detailed ancl consistent set of 
instructions will be developed for the committees to use. 
3. The Equity Adjustment' Committees In each colle@e will review each tenured or tenure-track faculty in their 
college. Based on the definition of a salary inequity as described In Section 8.46.B of the CWU Faculty Code, the 
committees and the deans wil l use an iterative and collaborative process to determine whether adjustments 
should be made and the amount of the adjustment. 
Proposal II (Across the board salary increase) 
~aise the current salary scale by approximately 0.6%. 
Proposal Ill (CUPA disparity process) 
Limit adjustments to faculty who have received a merit II award or promotion at least once during the last two years. 
Determine CUPA disparities f0r each meritorious faculty by calculating the difference between Gurrent salaries and CUPA 
ber~chmarks. Rank 0rder faculty by the size of their CUPA defieits; exclude faculty with salaries at or above the CUPA 
b_enchmarks. Beginning with salaries showing the largest CUPA deficits, grant a 1-step increase to faculty with CUPA 
deficits until the available funds are expended. Preliminary calculations indicate that not all faculty with CUPA deficits Will 
receive an adjustment. 
Pros and Cons Discussed by the Salary Administration Board 
Proposal I 
Pro: This proposal is the only one that' could provide substantial redress of inequities, albeit to only a small number of 
faculty. 
Con: The evaluation process is time-consuming and potentially contentious. 
Proposal II 
Pro: Conceptually simple and even-handed in appearance. 
Con:· Does not redress inequities and would raise the salaries of non-meritorious faculty. 
Proposal Ill 
Pro: Addresses inequities of meritorious faculty, concentrating on those with the greatest deficits from CUPA 
benchmarks. lntreduces CUPA benchmarks as a mechanism for evaluatin!!l and adjusting faculty salaries. 
Con: The cutoff for rec<:eiving an adjustment is unavoidably arbitrary given a fixed amount of money. Faculty with salaries 
at or above CUPA benchmarks are not eligible for adjustments even if their salaries are inequitable. 
Exhibit D 
5-9.4.23 lncompletes 
5-9.4.23.1 An "I" grade means the student was not able to complete the course by the end of the term, but has 
satisfactorily completed a sufficient portion of it and can be expected to finish without having to 
re-enroll in it. 
5-9.4.23.2 To earn a gFaG&,-work of tho course must be completed as prescribed by tho instri:Jctor on forms filed 
in tho apPfGI')riato aopartment office. (5-9.4.23.2 moved to 5-9.4 .23.8) Incomplete pr0cedures and 
Rep0rt of Incomplete (ROll forms are available from the department offices as well as from the 
Registrar's office. 
5-9.4.23.3 U-#-1&-Ret-Gemploted '.¥ithin one calendar year, tho "I" will convert to an "F." (5-9.4.23.3 moved to 5-
9.4.23.1 0) All incomplete work must be completed in no longer than one (1) calendar year from the 
last day of the auarter in which the "I" was received. 
5-9.4.23.4 Students may not ro register for a course In which they receive a grade of incomplete; (5-9.4 .23.4 
moved to 5-9.23.11.) ln additi0n to record ing a grade of "1" on the Grade Roster. the instructor must 
fill out ·a ROI form. stating what a student must do to complete the course, and setting a specific date 
up to one calendar year for the completion of the course work. 
5-9.4.23.5 The instruct0r must retain one c0py oflhe four part ROI form for his or her own files and give one 
copy to the appropriate department where It will be kept on file. Departmental personnel will send two 
cepies to the Registrar's office. The Registrar's office will send !i>ne of the copies of the ROI form to 
the student. 
5-9.4.23.6 If the Instructor does not fill out the form completely. including setting a completion date. the Registrar 
will return the form te the appropriate department chair. The department chair is responsible for 
contacting the inslrl!lctor and Insuring that the instructor completes the form and returns it to the 
Registrar's 0ffice. 
5-9.4.23.7 It is the student's responsibil ity to comtact the professor and make arrangements to complete the 
course. 
5-9.4.23;8 
5-9.4.23.9 
5-9.4.23.1 0 
5-9.4.23.11 
To earn a grade, a student r:nust complete the work ef for the course must be completed as 
prescribed by the instructor on ~orms filoQ..in the appropriate department office by the indicated date 
on the ROI form . 
If a student satisfactorily completes the prescribed work within the indicated period. the Instructor 
must file a Change 0f Grade form by the end of the quarter in which the work was completed. 
If H-is the work is not completed within one calendar year, tho ''I" will convert to an "F,", the Registrar's 
office will automatically convert tho "I" to an "F." 
Students may not re-register for a course in which they receive a grade of incomplete. 
Rationale: The policy has been clarified to give specific procedures and to indicate the person or persons' 
responsibilities. The c0nfusion regard ing the completion date will now be eliminated because the department chairs 
and the registrar's office will require a oate. 
Exhibit E 
New programs in Information Technology and Administrative Management 
Rationale: Recent research data published by the U.S. Office of Technology and State of Washington, Advisory 
Committee recommendations, community college initiatives, and internship feedback indicate a need for competent 
information technology professionals. In response to that need, the Information Technology and Administrative 
Management (IT AM) department revised its program and curriculum . 
To implement the proposed changes in our curriculum, the department revised its existing courses, deleted outdated 
courses, and added nineteen new courses. 
Costs: The only additional costs for implementing these programs will be for additional software for Web Administration 
of approximately $3000.00, which will be funded by the department. 
Networking Administration Specialization 
ADMG495 
ADMGIIT 374 
IT 228 
IT 361 
IT 452 
IT 457 
IT 458 
IT 459 
IT 462 
Core Requirements 
Managerial Communications 
Project Management 
Introduction to Information Technology 
Hardware Management 
Telecom and Microcomputer Networks 
Network Security 
Management of computer Networks 
Workstation Administration 
Administrative Systems Analysis & Design 
Electives 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 468 Projects in Database (4) 
IT 496 Individual Studies (1) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Web Administration Specialization 
IT 374 
IT228 
IT 361 
IT 422 
IT 424 
IT 426 
IT 428 
IT 452 
IT 470 
Core Requirements 
Project Management 
lntro to Information Technology 
Hardware Management 
Web Site Construction 
Managing a Web Site Team 
Web Languages 
Web Applications 
Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 
Database and the Web 
Electives 
iT 462 Administrative Systems Analysis & Design (4) 
IT 496 Individual Studies (1) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
TOTAL 
Advertising Specialization 
COM 305 
IT 389 
ME340 
ME 350 
ME455 
ME 461 
Core Requirements 
Advertising Copywriting and Placement 
Desktop Publishing 
Principles of Selling 
Principles of Advertising 
Research in Advertising and Retailing 
Advertising and Sales Promotion 
Electives 
ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
COM 306 lntro to Online Media (4) 
COM 406 Online Media Skills (3) 
COM 309 Broadcast Copywriting (4) 
COM 347 Copy Editing (3) 
COM 348 Public Design (3) 
COM 349 Media Management (3) 
COM 370 Writing for Public Relations (3) 
COM 470 Applied Public Relations (4) 
COM 475 Public Rei & Advertising Agency Mgt (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
ME 355 Advertising Media Planning (4) 
ME 467 Retail Management (4) 
50-53 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1-4 
87-93 
50-53 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1-4 
87-93 
50-53 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
17-20 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce (4) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
MKT 462 Marketing Promotion Management (5) 
MKT 465 Direct Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Specialization 
IT 374 
IT 228 
iT 452 
IT 462 
IT 468 
IT 470 
IT 485 
Core Requirements 
Project Management 
Intra to Information Technology 
Telecom and Microcomputer Networks 
.A:dmln!strative Systems Analysis & Design 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Managerial Communications 
Electives 
CS 167 Be-ginning Visual Basic (4} 
CS 367 Advaneed Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 361 Hardware Ma11agement (4) 
IT 359 Advanced Spreadsheet Applications (3} 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Network Administration Minor 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Business Communications & Report Writing 
IT 361 Hardware Management 
IT 374 Project Management 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 
IT 457 Network Security 
IT 458 Management·of Computer Networks (4) OR 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
Electives 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks (4) 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Web Administration Minor 
ADMG 385 
IT 204 
IT 248 
IT 374 
IT 422 
IT 424 
IT 426 
IT 428 
Business Communication & Report Writing 
Word Processing Applications 
Web Fundamentals 
Project Management 
Web Site construction 
Managing a Web Site Team 
Web Languages 
Web Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database AppliGations (3) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
TOTAL 
Retail Management & Technology Minor 
ADMG 201 lntro to Business 
ME 330 Principles of Retailing 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 467 Retail Management 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Mgmt (4) 
ADMG 385 Bus Comm & R~port Writing (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 25.8 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Databse Applications (3) 
IT 374 Project management (4) 
ME 485lntematlonal Merchandising (4) 
MGT 380 Organizational Management (5) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marl<eting (5) 
TOTAL 
90-96 
50-53 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
9-12 
87-93 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
32 
4 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
36 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
11-13 
30-32 
Database Administration Minor 
IT 204 
IT 228 
IT 248 
IT 268 
IT 374 
'IT 468 
IT 470 
Word Processing Applications 
lntro to Information Technology 
Web Fundamentals 
Database Applications 
Project Management 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4) 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4) 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
TOTAL 
Network Administration Certificate 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Business Communications & Report Writing 
IT 361 Hardware Management 
IT 374 Project Management 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks 
IT 457 Network Security 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) OR 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
Electives 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 458 Management of computer Networks (4) 
IT 459 Workstation Administration (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information systems (5) 
TOTAL 
Web Administration Certificate 
ADMG 385 
IT 204 
IT 248 
IT 374 
IT 422 
IT 424 
IT 426 
IT 428 
Business Communication & Report Writing 
Word Processing Applications 
Web Fundamentals 
Project Management 
Web Site construction 
Managing a Web Site Team 
Web Languages 
Web Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Database Applications (3) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
TOTAL 
Advertising Certificate 
COM 305 
ME 340 
ME 350 
ME455 
Advertising Copywriting and Placement 
Principles of Selling 
Principles of Advertising 
Research in Advertising and Retailing 
Electives 
ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
COM 3061ntro to Online Media (4) 
COM 406 Online Media Skills (3) 
COM 309 Broadcast CopyWriting (4) 
COM 347 Copy Editing (3) 
COM 348 Public Design (3) 
COM 349 Media Management (3) 
COM 370 Writing for Public Relations (3) 
COM 470 Applied Public Relations (4) 
COM 475 Public Rei & Advertising Agency Mgt (4) 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3) 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 470 Database and the Web (4) 
ME 355 Advertising Media Planning (4) 
ME 467 Retail Management (4) 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
10 
34 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
32 
4 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
36 
4 
4 
4 
4 
10 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce (4) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
MKT 462 Marketing Promotion Management (5) 
MKT 465 Direct Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Database Administration Certificate 
IT 204 Word Processing Applications 
IT 228 Intra to Information Technology 
IT 248 Web Fundamentals 
!T 268 
IT 374 
IT 468 
IT 470 
Database AppliC'.ations 
Project Management 
Projects in Database 
Database and the Web 
Electives 
CS 167 Beginning Visual Basic (4} 
CS 367 Advanced Visual Basic (4} 
CS 420 Database Management Systems (4} 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4) 
IT 452 Telecom & Microcomputer Networks (4) 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5) 
OMIS 420 Database Systems in Business (5) 
TOTAL 
Administrative Management Certificate 
ACCT 301 Financial Accounting 
ADMG 201 lntro to Business 
ADMG 355 Workplace Administration 
ADMG 371 Administrative Management 
ADMG 385 Bus Communications and Report Writing 
IT 204 Word Processing Applications 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications 
IT 268 Database Applications 
Electives 
ADMG 372 Leadership and Supervision (4) 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 228 lntro to Information Technology (4) 
IT 288 Business Presentation Applications (2} 
IT 248 Web Fundamentals (2} 
IT 389 Desktop Publishing (3} 
IT 462 Systems Analysis and Design (4} 
TOTAL 
Personal Computer Applications Certificate 
IT 228 
IT 204 
IT 258 
IT 268 
IT 288 
IT 248 
IT 359 
IT 389 
lntro to Information Technology 
Word Processing 
Spreadsheet Applications 
Database Applications 
Presentation Applications 
Web Fundamentals 
Advanced Spreadsheet Applications 
Desktop Publishing 
Electives 
ACCT 455 Accounting Information Systems (5} 
CS 167 Visual Basic Beginning (4} 
CS 367 Visual Basic Advanced (4} 
CS 420 Database Systems (5} 
CS or PSY 462 Computer Methods for Soc Sci (4} 
IT 361 Hardware Management (4} 
IT 422 Web Site Construction (4) 
IT 426 Web Languages (4} 
IT 458 Management of Computer Networks (4) 
IT 468 Projects in Database Projects (4} 
OMIS 386 Management Information Systems (5} 
OM IS 420 Database Systems in Business (5} 
SOC 464 Applied Data Analysis (3) ' 
TOTAL 
Retail Management and Technology Certificate 
ADMG 2011ntro to Business 
ME 330 Principles of Retailing 
ME 340 Principles of Selling 
ME 467 Retail Management 
ME 486 Retailing and E-Commerce 
Electives 
ADMG 371 Administrative Mgmt (4} 
ADMG 385 Bus Comm & Report Writing (4} 
30 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
10 
34 
5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
33 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
12 
35 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
11-13 
: 
ADMG 485 Managerial Communications (4) 
IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications (3) 
IT 268 Databse Applications (3) 
IT 374 Project management (4) 
MGT 380 Organizational Management (5) 
MKT 360 Principles of Marketing (5) 
TOTAL 
Exhibit F 
30-32 
The Faculty Senate Development and Appropriations Committee met on January 16, 2002, in addition to two other 
meetings in the Fall quarter, 2001, and passed the following revised recommendation to distribute the $100,000 faculty 
development funds as follows: 
1. $24,000 distributed evenly to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace 
Studies/AFROTC). A department disbursement will be made to the Faculty Senate based on the ruling last year 
that the senate chair represents faculty not assigned to academic departments. 
2. $60,000 distributed 'to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace 
Studies/AFROTC), with each department receiving an am0unt pr0portional to its fall FTEF. Disbursements to 
academic programs not associated with an academic department will be made based on fall FTEF. Faculty on 
leave do not count as an FTEF for the disbursement. 
3. $500 to Military Science/ROTC. 
4. $500 to Aerospace Studies /AFROTC. 
5. The above funds are to be used exclusively for individual faculty development. In order to receive these monies, 
each department must provide a rationale and explanation for the use of these funds. 
6. $15,000 for projects intended to serve the faculty development needs of the university as a whole rather than the 
needs of individual faculty members or departments. Applications for these funds are submitted to the Faculty 
Senate Development and Appropriations Committee. 
,. 
A state program, Public Service Recognition Week, will be celebrated from May 6 
through 12. Names of individuals, units, or teams of state employees who have gone 
the Extra Mile are now being solicited. Approximately 10-15 nominees will be selected 
statewide for outstanding achievement and honored with a visit by a state elected 
official. Nominations must be received by the Office of the Secretary of State 
Productivity Board by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, March 1, 2002. Nomination forms are in the 
Faculty Senate. 
Ona Youmans, Director 
Human Resources 
January 2002 
TO: All State Agency Directors and PSRW Representatives 
FROM: The Honorable Sam Reed, Secretary of State and 2002 PSRW Co-Chair 
The Honorable Brian Sonntag, State Auditor and 2002 PSRW Co-Chair 
SUBJECT: PUBLIC SERVICE RECOGNITION WEEK, May 6-12, 2002 
We are pleased to announce Public Service Recognition Week (PSRW), the annual recognition of 
state employees, will be celebrated May 6-12, 2002. We need your help soliciting names of 
individuals, units, or teams of state employees who have gone the Extra Mile. 
Many state employees possess qualities such as a consistently productive job performance, a 
positive attitude, an exemplary work ethic and high personal standards. Extra Mile recognition is 
for state employees who contribute something beyond these attributes. The following may be 
considered attributes of a deserving Extra Mile nominee: 
* Identifies or improves efficiency * Develops an innovative service approach 
*Exhibits visionary thinking *Works beyond the scope of normal duties 
* Participates in community service * Demonstrates personal valor or bravery 
* Overcomes great odds or disadvantages* Challenges "the way it's always been done" 
* Promotes quality service 
Approximately 10-15 nominees will be selected for outstanding achievement and honored with a 
visit by a state elected official. Regional media will be invited to cover these events. A list of 
honorable mentions will be sent to each agency director/head. We suggest each agency develop 
a means of recognition for these outstanding state employees. A template for a recognition 
certificate will be provided upon request. 
Please distribute the attached nomination form to your staff as soon as possible. For those who 
have Internet access, the nomination form may also be downloaded from the Secretary of State's 
website at www.secstate.wa.gov/pb/ 
Nominations must be received by the Office of the Secretary of State Productivity Board by 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, March 1, 2002. Nominations received after this date cannot be considered. 
This is an excellent opportunity to honor outstanding state employees. We look forward to your 
participation. 
SR:BS:tw 
cc: Public Information Officers and Agency Human Resource Officers 
PUBLIC SERVICE RECOGNITION WEEK (PSRW) 
2002 EXTRA MILE NOMINATION FORM 
• State employees serve the citizens of Washington State 365 days a year. Everyone benefits from the 
many contributions of public employees. 
Who comes to mind when you think of someone or some group (team) that surpasses the 
expectations for exemplary service? Consistently productive job performance, a positive attitude, an 
exemplary work ethic and high personal standards are qualities many state employees possess. 
EXTRA MILE recognition is for state employees who demonstrate these attributes and contribute 
something beyond. The following may be considered attributes of an EXTRA MILE nominee: 
* Identifies or improves efficiency 
* Exhibits visionary thinking 
* Participates in community service 
* Overcomes great odds or disadvantages 
* Promotes quality service 
*Develops an innovative service approach 
* Works beyond the scope of normal duties 
* Demonstrates personal valor or bravery 
* Challenges "the way it's always been done" 
Approximately 10-15 nominees will be selected and honored with a visit by a state official. Do you 
know an individual or a group who has gone the EXTRA MILE? 
NOMINEE: ~--~~~----~~~~----------------------------------­(Piease nominate only one individual or team per nomination form) 
Phone No.: (_) ______ Fax No.: (_) ___________ E-Mail: ___________ _ 
County of Employment: _________ County of Residence: __________ _ 
AGENCY/IES REPRESENTED (include Division/Region): -----------------
SUPERVISOR (contact for individual nominee): __________ Phone No.: _____ __ 
TEAM CONTACT (contact person for team): Phone No.: 
-------
NOMINATOR: _____________________________ AGENCY: _______________ __ 
Phone No.:(_) Fax No.:(_) E-Mail: 
In 300 words or less, please provide a concise narrative explanation of why this person or group is 
being nominated. Include specific EXAMPLES, using additional paper if necessary. Please print or 
write legibly. (Nominations will be judged on the strength of the examples given.) 
This form is also accessible on the Secretary of State's website at www.secstate.wa.gov/pb/ 
Nominations will be accepted via hard copy, fax, or e-mail, but please send only one copy of the 
nomination, i.e., either hard copy or tax or e-mail. Submit nominations by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, 
March 1, 2002 to: 
Tracy Workman, Office of the Secretary of State Productivity Board 
PO Box 40244, Olympia, WA 98504-0244 
FAX: (360) 586-4311 PHONE: (360) 586-8424 
E-MAIL: tworkman@secstate.wa.gov 
Answers to Senate Concerns 
January 30, 2002 
• At the October 3 senate meeting a concern was expressed regarding the university's move to an on-line 
only version of the CWU policies manual. Since the policies manual is something of a contract and 
condition of employment as well as the institutions policies of operation, Senator CannCasciato asked 
what archive and security procedures are in place to protect the integrity of the document? 
The provost's response is as follows: 
As announced earlier the official Policy and Procedures Manual is now on the CWU web page. The 
CWU web page is on the most secure server on campus. CWU has chosen to use Novell rather than 
Microsoft networking largely because of better security. Archival copies of all changes in the manual will 
be maintained in the Office of the President. 
• At the December 5, 2001 senate meeting a concern was expressed regarding the process of changing 
policy in the CWU policies manual. Senator Donahoe asked, "When a recommendation leaves the 
Faculty Senate is there a procedure in place to track whether or not the recommendation is accepted, 
rejected or changed before placing it into policy? 
The provost's response is as follows: 
Approved changes in the Policies and Procedures Manual will be processed by the Office of the 
President and updated on the official web version of the manual as soon as possible after approval. 
Faculty and staff will be notified by the Office of the President via E-mail early each quarter of all 
changes approved in the preceding quarter. Also, the Faculty Senate Office will be notified of significant 
modification or rejection of recommendations originating from the senate as soon as possible after the 
decision is made. 
• During the discussion regarding the provost's Faculty Salary Base report at the December 5, 2001 
senate meeting Senator Culjak asked, "What percentage of the budget reductions was taken out of the 
administrative salary base?" 
The provost's response is as follows: 
The provost submitted a spreadsheet to the senate showing academic affairs' base allocation FY 01, FY 
01 budget reduction, base allocation FY 02, that are all shown in category percentages. 
(I am attaching the spreadsheet for your review before the senate meeting tomorrow. I'll make 
copies for all the senators so they will have it in front of them when you make your report. By 
looking at the spreadsheet, I can't help you with the actual amount that was taken from the 
administrative exempt salary base. I think Lad can help you with that and will also be at the 
meeting. However, I just learned that the provost needs to be in Olympia and won't be at the 
meeting. I did ask if Becky Gubser could make it just for those few minutes incase someone asks 
for clarification.) 
Academic Affairs Base Allocation FY01 Academic Affairs FY01 Budget Reduction Academic Affairs Base Allocation FY02 
Category Percentages Category Percentage Category Percentages 
Total FY01 %of Total Total FY02 %of Total 
Base Base Base Budget %of Total Base Base 
Allocation Allocation Cut Base Cut Allocation Allocation 
Faculty Salaries 21,388,676 68.39% Faculty Salaries (854,628) 55.34% Faculty Salaries 21,477,459 68.62% 
I 
Non-Faculty Salaries 6,379,559 20.40% Student Help (36,760) 2.38% Non-Faculty Salaries 6,620,718 21 .15% 
Temp Help (23,842) 1.54% 
Total Salaries 27,768,235 88.79% Classified Staff (209,521) 13.57% Total Salaries 28,098,177 89.77% 
Exempt (56,160) 3.64% 
Total Non-Faculty Salaries (326,283) 21.13% 
Operations (G&S & Non-Salary) • 3,506,446 11 .21% G&S (306,020) 19.82% Operations (G&S & Non-Salary) 3,201 ,662 10.23% 
Supplemental Retirement (25,710) 1.66% 
Accommodation Fund (31,546) 2.04% 
I Total Operations (363,276) 23.53% 
31 ,274,681 100.00% (1 ,544, 187) 31,299,839 100.00% 
- --
Roll Call 2001-02 
Faculty Senate Meeting: January 30, 2002 
~ADAMSON Karen HOLTFRETER Robert 
/ ALSOSZATAI-PETHEO John FUENTES Agustin 
~ BEAG HAN Jim VACANT 
~ BOWMAN Andrea JONES Kim 
~ BRAUNSTEIN Lori LOCHRIE Mary 
BRAUNSTEIN Michael PALMQUIST Bruce 
t,-/ BRYAN Patrick SUN Lixing 
Lr-..,......-- BURNHAM Tim VACANT 
~ 
~,.- CANNCASCIATO Daniel JORGENSON Jan 
\. ..... CAPLES Minerva BUTTERFIELD Carol 
CARBAUGH Robert GHOSH Koushik 
CHALMERS Stephen 1 BACH Glen 
COLEMAN Be a \0:?' OGDEN Michael 
COOK Jim HECKART Beverly 
CULJAK Toni ABDALLA Laila 
DELGADO Cyril 
DONAHOE Susan SALYER Keith 
l ..... ENGLUND Timothy HARPER Jim 
I /~EUBANKS James STAHELSKI Anthony 
.v'"~ GUNN Gerald FAIRBURN Wayne 
/ HOLDEN Lad BENDER William 
t HUBBARD Brenda SMITH Michael 
a('\~)~ .:·· HUCKABAY James ~ ALWIN John 
,. 
JOHNSON Kirk DUGAN Jack 
\· KURTZ Martha DIAZ Anthony 
' 
Ll Charles X. DRAKE George 
'·' 
Ll Chen-yang DIPPMANN Jefferey 
·-{ ' ~ MELBOURNE Tim GAZIS Carey 
L. NELSON Joshua BRANSDORFER Rodney 
NETHERY Vince D'ACQUISTO Leo 
OLIVERO Michael REASONS Charles 
\_.- REHKOPF Carrie BROOKS Joe 
~ICHMOND Lynn BRADLEY James 
SCARTH Alyssa 
(,. ,• ' SCHAEFER Todd WIRTH Rex 
SCHWING James GELLENBECK Ed 
Vijay SNEDEKER Jefferey 
Jessica 
WILLIAMS Henry PLOURDE Lee 
v WILLIAMS Wendy PENICK Jeff 
A ·- WYATT Marla BUERGEL Nancy 
Quorum: 21 
Date: January 30, 2002 
Please sign your name if you are not a faculty senator. 
Academic Affairs Base Allocation FY01 Academic Affairs FY01 Budget Reduction Academic Affairs Base Allocation FY02 
Category Percentages Category Percentage Category Percentages 
Total FY01 %of Total Total FY02 %of Total 
Base Base Base Budget %of Total Base Base 
Allocation Allocation Cut Base Cut Allocation Allocation 
Faculty Salaries 21,388,676 68.39% Faculty Salaries (854,628) 55.34% Faculty Salaries 21,477,459 68.62% I 
Non-Faculty Salaries 6,379,559 20.40% Student Help (36,760) 2.38% Non-Faculty Salaries 6,620,718 21 .15% 
Temp Help (23,842) 1.54% 
Total Salaries 27,768,235 88.79% Classified Staff (209,521) 13.57% Total Salaries 28,098,177 89.77% 
Exempt (56,160) 3.64% 
Total Non-Faculty Salaries (326,283) 21 .13% 
Operations (G&S & Non-Salary) 3,506,446 11.21% G&S (306,020) 19.82% Operations (G&S & Non-Salary) 3,201,662 10.23% 
Supplemental Retirement (25,71 0) 1.66% 
Accommodation Fund (31 ,546) 2.04% 
Total Operations (363,276) 23.53% 
31,274,681 100.00% (1 ,544, 187) 31,299,839 100.00% 
MINUTES 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: January 9, 2002 
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate 
Presiding Officer: Lad Holden 
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
ROLLCALL: 
Senators: All senators or their alternates were present except Bowman, Bryan, Carbaugh, Chalmers, Englund, 
Eubanks, Hubbard, Huckabay, Olivero, Sutton 
Visitors: Mark Anderson, Amber Eager, Becky Gubser, Shelly Johnson, Richard Mack, David Soltz, Wendy Rader-
Konofalski, Troy Rosell, Sandra Schrader, Carolyn Wells 
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 02-01 (Passed): The agenda was approved as 
presented. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the December 5, 2001 Faculty Senate meeting were approved as 
amended. Take "after debate" out of all the motions listed in the minutes. 
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request) 
No communications. 
REPORTS: 
A. ACTION ITEMS: 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
Motion No. 02-02 (Passed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, 
presented a motion that was approved: "Addition of a computer science program: minor in applied computer 
science attached as Exhibit A." 
Chair 
Report on Motion No. 01-61: "The executive committee of the senate investigate whether or not we have any 
recourse, and if so what recourse, to address this violation of the faculty code represented by the erosion of the 
salary base and that the committee report back at the next senate meeting their findings." 
Chair Holden began his report by stating that there are three possible courses of action that the Faculty Senate 
can take regarding the erosion of the faculty salary base. The first would be to do nothing. The second would 
be to file a grievance and the third would be to work towards changing the way in which the senate collaborates 
with the provost in determining the academic affairs' budget. He gave an overview of the handouts that were 
attached to the senate agenda. The handouts included the April 23, 2001, Faculty Senate Budget committee 
minutes, the May 2 and May 16, 2001, Faculty Senate minutes and budget data from the budget office that 
included the CWU biennium 2001-2003 budget reductions, CWU 2000 operating budget, CWU 2001 operating 
budget, CWU operating budget expenditure comparison, CWU operating budget fiscal year 2001 funding 
lapse, CWU operating budget fiscal year 2002 budget and comprehensive universities fiscal year 2001 faculty 
salary data. After the overview of the various budget committee and Faculty Senate meeting minutes Chair 
Holden felt they clearly reflected that it was the belief of the provost that this was the collaboration between the 
administration and the Faculty Senate referenced in section 8.30 of the faculty code. Chair Holden then 
explained the figures in the data provided by the budget office. He also stated that during this period Dolph 
Norton was the president of the university who created a budget process that included the collaboration of the 
entire university including the Faculty Senate. In conclusion, Chair Holden stated that the Faculty Senate was 
told that the faculty salary base was going to be cut and that the money was taken from the salary base and put 
towards funding part of the shortfall in academic affairs. 
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President Mcintyre reminded senators of the shortfall in enrollment projections and the money that was 
budgeted that the institution did not have, also occurred during this time. This resulted in the university having 
to give a substantial amount of money back to the state that resulted in further compounding Central's budget 
problems. 
Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo began the discussion by reading section 8.30 of the faculty code into the record as 
follows: 
"All funds authorized and appropriated by legislative action for faculty salaries (ledger one funds, including 
tuition monies) shall be used primarily for the award of merit and for across the board increases for faculty. 
Salary savings from full-time tenure-track positions not filled permanently or replaced at a lower salary shall 
remain in the faculty salary base. 
By November 1 of each academic year the provost/senior vice president for academic affairs shall report to the 
Faculty Senate in writing the level of the faculty salary base, the average salary of the university's tenured and 
tenure-track faculty and progress made in achieving the intent of Section 8.46. D. of this faculty code both for 
the preceding and current academic years. The report shall also provide a full and accurate accounting of the 
disposition of all funds authorized and appropriated for faculty salaries, including salary savings and accruals, 
by the state legislature or paid to faculty from any other source. 
Adjustments to the faculty salary base shall occur as a result of collaboration between the provost/senior vice 
president for academic affairs and the Faculty Senate Budget committee." 
Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo restated the intent of the motion by saying that there is plenty of evidence that the 
third paragraph in section 8.30 was scrupulously followed, but that his concern was with the first paragraph 
where he believes the violation occurred. He continued by making several observations. The budget 
committee did give hypothetical scenarios twice during the last senate session with a statement that the 
committee further recommends protecting the salary base by reducing position changes and working through 
differential dispensation . It appears that the last sentence in section 8.30 makes it sound as though the budget 
committee should be negotiating with the provost regarding this issue. However, given that it follows a straight 
statement that the salary base should not be reduced, this kind of negotiation seems more to be how the 
adjustment will be made, if there are vacant positions will money be used for adjunct salaries or an overall 
increase in salaries, or for an additional amount of merit? The larger context is that Central has gone through a 
lot of pain in the last decade because of the erosion to the faculty salary base to balance the books. As a result 
of the continued erosion, section 8.30 was placed in the code. To further prove his point he asked when did 
the senate vote on the final faculty salary base numbers worked out in collaboration with the provost? The 
answer is that the senate did not vote on this issue and was left with the recommendation from the budget 
committee to preserve the salary base. Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo's second question was, "Does the senate 
budget committee have the mandate to reach a final agreement without the approval or the consultation with 
the senate?" This is not clearly stated in the code. His third question was, "Can the senate budget committee, 
working cooperatively with the provost, make decisions that run contrary to the provisions of the faculty code?" 
He stressed the fact that, in his mind, this was the most important point to make. That when faced with the 
budgetary realities Central was faced with last year, the code was violated and the senate let it happen. 
Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo suggested that the senate look at section 8.30 of the code to see if its provisions 
are realistic. He pointed out that if provisions in the code do need to be violated, then at the very least there 
should be an open discussion at the senate informing faculty that this violation is going to occur. His main 
concern is that in not having these discussions, the senate is allowing the possibility that the faculty code and 
its provisions will be binding on the faculty but can be abrogated, as necessary, by other parties. In conclusion, 
Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo reminded senators that the process to revise the code goes through the senate, 
administration and finally the Board of Trustees. It is mystifying that a provision like this went through this 
rigorous approval process only to be immediately broken. Some how this issue must be resolved. 
Chair Holden referred to the last sentence in section 8.30 and explained that the reason the provision was 
placed in this section was not to be a negotiation of how to spend the money but to avert financial exigency. 
He further stated that if the university had growth and a budget increase last year, the code violation would 
have standing. 
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Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo disagreed and stated that when a faculty member is hired the code is used as one 
condition of employment and should be followed accordingly. He suggested that if the intent of the provision in 
the code was as explained by Chair Holden, then the code committee should be charged with drafting 
appropriate language to reflect the intent so that this situation will not recur. 
Senator CannCasciato responded to the assertion that the code was violated, both in the motion and the 
general discussion, and stated that in his view the last paragraph does in fact indicate that there can be 
changes to the faculty salary base and that the changes come by way of collaboration and didn't necessarily 
mean that there was a violation of the code on that process. 
Senator Caples indicated that in order to resolve the question, she believed a code interpretation should come 
from the body given that authority. Section 1.25 of the faculty code was called to senator's attention and read, 
"A request for formal interpretation of the code must be initially submitted to the Faculty Senate code 
committee which shall review the request and make a written recommendation to the president and the Board 
of Trustees within sixty (60) days of the date of receipt of the request. The Board of Trustees shall take action 
on the proposed request within ninety (90) days of its receipt by the code committee." 
Several concerns were expressed regarding the budget committee and whether or not that committee can 
represent the senate, or does the budget committee work through the senate? When the budget committee 
worked last year with the provost regarding the salary base, was this sufficient for the procedure required by 
the code? Senator Donahoe pointed out that the senate uses Robert's Rules of Order and in that procedure 
committees report to the larger body. 
Chair Holden stated that it seemed that the most confusing issue regarding section 8.30 was the definition of 
collaboration and that the senate should focus their efforts on how we work that process. He believed that 
from a senate standpoint, faculty didn't feel that this was a satisfactory process. He also reminded senators 
that another problem posed during last year's budget deliberations was that Central did not receive a budget 
until after the end of the academic year when the senate is not in session. 
Senator Schaeffer stated that when discussing this with department faculty, he asked senators to ke~p in mind 
that if the faculty worked under a different governing model, such as a faculty union, union representatives 
would negotiate legally binding contracts and some of these things would not be in question. 
Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo made a final request to have the senate and the administration discuss what it 
means to be collaborate and have the budget, code and executive committee rework what is written in the code 
so that it will be less ambiguous. 
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS: 
1. CHAIR: No report. 
2. CHAIR ELECT: No report. 
3. PRESIDENT: President Mcintyre stated that she appreciated the spirit of the discussion regarding the erosion 
of the faculty salary base and reviewed some of the budget issues of last year. She indicated that Central will 
probably be in a similar budget situation this year. The president explained that in responding to a cut of this 
magnitude, approximately $7.4 million, there were several things she and her cabinet had tried to avoid, 1. 
Cutting the instructional capacity or student services at the institution, and 2. Eliminating current ongoing 
positions. She expressed her appreciation to senators for understanding the position the university was in last 
year and that her goal was to absorb a cut, created by a miscalculation of enrollment projections, in a way that 
was as painless as possible. Another point the president made was that the pool for positions that remained at 
the university did receive a 4.64 percent increase. 
President Mcintyre informed senators that the university is presently working on budget scenarios for the 
current year and that she distributed a memo to the campus, January 4, 2002, updating the university on the 
status of the budget process. The president will be going to Olympia several times during the next few weeks 
to meet with the governor, along with the other university presidents, as well as with legislators, to make the 
argument that if the state wants to focus just on the issue of economic recovery and stability, public higher 
education should not be cut. Other arguments she will make for Central are, 1. Eastern Washington 
University, which has been continually used as a model, received six or seven million dollars to solve its 
enrollment problems while Central had seven million dollars taken away. She will stress the point that this is 
not equitable. 2. She will also point out the role of CWU in workforce training for the twenty-first century. The 
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bureau of labor statistics indicates some of the occupational categories that are growing most rapidly require 
four-year degrees. The argument is that if we are going to do workforce training in a state that is as "high tech" 
as Washington has been, a significant amount of workforce training will take place at the four-year colleges. 
She also explained that because of the way Central budgets salaries, the five-percent cut to institutions actually 
ends up being a little larger cut to Central. She will try to mitigate as much as possible that impact. 
President Mcintyre referred senators to an article in the January 11 issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education, 
"States Face Year of Famine After a Decade of Plenty," attached as Exhibit B. She stated that she feels the 
university needs to understand the national context of the problem because as a state we are not alone in 
dealing with this situation. President Mcintyre further pointed out that Washington did not share in the 
prosperity of the 1990s, yet will be hit by the down turn that's affecting states nationally. She stressed the fact 
that a continued effort will be made to protect current positions from being affected and also instructional and 
student services. However, if Central must add another 5-percent cut to what the institution suffered last year, 
this could pose a serious budget dilemma for the 2003 fiscal year. When looking at section 8.30 of the faculty 
code that addresses the faculty salary base, she asked whether or not this provision is realistic in this kind of 
budget situation. Since there will be tough times ahead to negotiate, President Mcintyre suggested looking at 
that provision of the code without abandoning the spirit or the intent of the section. 
Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo asked the president, given what she just outlined and the likeliness of revisiting the 
same budget scenario next year, what is the status of the various vacant faculty positions? President Mcintyre 
answered by stating that the university has not received clarity since the governor's budget was presented. 
She informed senators that she has asked all divisions to observe a "soft freeze," meaning if it is absolutely 
crucial that a position be filled then divisions may move ahead in the hiring process, but to hold off as much as 
possible in filling vacant positions. Other institutions have talked about the need to impose an actual freeze. 
The president would like to wait before doing this to see what this year's enrollment increase and the tuition 
money for the additional students will be and to consider carefully the amount of the possible tuition increase. 
She indicated that she would like to limit the tuition increase as much as possible but says that Central will 
have to face the prospect of a budget cut to keep the tuition increase lower. She feels that institutions should 
not solve budget problems on the backs of their students. 
Provost Soltz, in answer to Senator Alsoszatai's questions, stated that at this point, all of the faculty searches 
are moving forward but that he would be more directly involved in making final decisions than he normally 
would in other circumstances. 
President Mcintyre informed senators that she would be leaving senate meetings after the administration's 
report because it has been relayed to her that some senators feel constrained by her presence, particularly 
during "Senate Concerns." She stressed the fact that the reason she is leaving early is not because she is not 
interested. 
4. WORK-PLACE ENVIRONMENT POLCIES: Dale Hubbard, President, Local 330, was not present. 
5. ENABLING LEGISLATION: Chair Elect Braunstein started by introducing, Wendy Rader-Konofalski, lobbyist 
for the Washington Federation of Teachers, and presented a brief history of the enabling legislation. He 
reminded senators of the history of this body with respect to enabling legislation, that this body has never 
endorsed a particular draft of enabling legislation, however this senate has endorsed the philosophy of enabling 
legislation. There may be some possibility that senators will be asked to weigh in on what the opinion of our 
faculty is on the final version of this particular enabling legislation bill. As an absolute minimum senators need 
to be informed how their department's faculty feel regarding this particular enabling legislation bill. Chair Elect 
Braunstein stated that he would like to have the faculty's reading on what they feel about this bill. 
Ms. Rader-Konofalski presented an update on the current enabling legislation bill. Features of the 2002 four-
year collective bargaining bill are it covers all faculty at all the six universities in Washington State; this joint 
effort was made by the University of Washington Faculty Senate, University of Washington administration, 
WFT, WEA and their affiliates at Central Washington University and Eastern Washington University, with the 
Council of Faculty Representatives' input, help and guidance of the executive director of the Public 
Employment Relations commission and the support of the democratic leadership of both the House and the 
Senate; allows faculty the right to self-organization, to form, join, and to bargain collectively through exclusive 
bargaining representatives of their own choosing as well as the right not to organize and not to join; endows 
exclusive bargaining rights to a certified union that wins a PERC monitored election following standard rules 
and procedures; requires union to fairly represent all members in the bargaining unit; allows for but does not 
mandate "agency shop" where even nonunion members are required to pay a "fair share" amount of dues, this 
provision would have to be agreed to by both faculty and board and negotiated into the contract; without agency 
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shop, only members of the union pay dues; has standard unfair labor practice language, establishing the legal 
do's and don'ts for both faculty and administration in all matters regarding bargaining, the administration of 
contracts, and rights and obligations of both parties regarding union activities; establishes the Board of 
Trustees as the "employer'' and authorizes the Board of Trustees to enter into a negotiated agreement with an 
exclusive bargaining representative; preserves functions of the Faculty Senate/shared governance system; 
allows individual institutions to determine how nonmandatory subjects of bargaining are to be dealt with: 
whether through the contract, the senate codes or handbooks, or both; in the absence of collective bargaining, 
the status quo prevails; allows grievance arbitration; establishes the public employment relation's commission 
as the authority over all representation issues such as certifying the appropriate bargaining unit, overseeing the 
election and de-certification processes and as the arbiter in unfair labor practices or other disputes; mandates 
a single bargaining unit; allows for the inclusion of part-time faculty, and counselors and librarians depending 
on whether or not they have faculty status, excludes administrators but leaves department chairs' inclusion 
dependent on whether they have faculty or administrative status; where a dispute exists on any issues of who 
is in or out of the bargaining unit, PERC makes the final determination. This bill will be sponsored by Senator 
Prentice, Chair of Senate Labor and Commerce and Representative Conway, Chair of House Commerce and 
Labor. 
Ms. Rader-Konofalski explained that the Washington legislative session begins Monday, January 14, 2002, and 
only runs sixty days. If this bill has a chance it will require being heard within the first couple of weeks. A 
tentative date has been scheduled for January 21, 2002. 
As a result of the report, the following motion was proposed: 
Motion No. 02-02A (Tabled): Senator Donahoe proposed a motion that was tabled: "To support in spirit the 
effort and intent to create enabling legislation." 
It was the consensus of the senate to wait until reviewing the final bill before taking any kind of action. A final 
copy of the bill will be sent to the senate office for distribution. (A copy of Senate Bill 2403 can now be viewed 
at the following address. When you get to the web site select 2403.pdf if you have Adobe Acrobat Reader or 
2403 01162002.txt if you prefer it in text format.) 
http:/lwww.leq.wa.gov/pub/billinfo/2001-02/House/2400-2424/ 
6. STUDENT REPORT: No report. 
7. ANSWERS TO SENATE CONCERNS: Senator Culjak made a second request for the data showing the 
impact of last year's budget cuts on the exempt salary base. Provost Saltz stated that he had some of the 
requested information but that it was difficult to break salaries out in the budget. 
Senator Culjak also asked if the CUPA data had been received. The provost stated that the data is slow in 
coming. Chair Holden has asked President Mcintyre to have Mark Lundgren move it up on his list of priorities. 
8. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report. 
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report. 
CODE COMMITTEE: No report. 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: No report. 
DEVELOPMENT AND APPROPRIATIONS: No report. 
GENERAL EDUCATION: No report. 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE/CFR: No report. 
OLD BUSINESS: No report. 
NEW BUSINESS: No report. 
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m . 
***NEXT REGULAR FACUL TV SENATE MEETING: January 30, 2002*** 
BARGE 412 
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Exhibit A 
New Program: Computer Science- Minor in Applied Computer Science 
Rationale: This program was developed through the request of students and faculty in a wide variety of departments, 
including several programs in the College of Business, mathematics, geography and geology. The main objective is to 
provide a minor for students that will give significant additional software development and training in discipline without 
the more theoretical computer science emphasis of the current Computer Science Minor. There was specific interest 
from the College of Business where such a minor program may be recommended to west-side students to increase 
their out-of-major program content. 
New courses: There are three new courses being added for this minor. 
Estimated enrollments: 
Ellensburg - 20 students per year, generating 240 credits per year 
Off Campus - 20 students per year, generating 320 credits per year 
Cost: 
Ellensburg: One adjunct per year (winter quarter only): $2,816.00 annually+ benefits 
Off Campus: Four adjuncts per year (1-fall quarter, 2-winter quarter, 1-spring quarter): $11,264.00 annually+ benefits 
The department believes the enrollment estimates listed above to be conservative. In order to test the waters for this 
program, the department offered a visual basic programming class (as a special topic course) last spring. This course 
would be one of the new courses offered to students entering this program. The course enrolled 50 students. In 
addition, the College of Business has encouraged the generation of this minor and would recommend inclusion of this 
minor to their students. We believe that this certain increased enrollment will more than offset the costs of hiring such 
faculty. 
Several classes already have additional lab fees associated with them. No additional course fees beyond those 
currently in place will be imposed. 
Program as it is proposed to be offered: 
Required Courses: 
CS 11 0 Fundamentals of Computer Science I 4 
cs 111 
cs 301 
Fundamentals of Computer Science II 
Data Structures 
MATH 130.1 Finite Mathematics 
MATH 163.2 Pre-Calculus Mathematics II or 
OMIS 221 
*Electives 
Introductory Bus. Statistics 
4 
4 
5 
5 
12-14 
*At least one course will be in computer science. The other electives will be computer related and may be selected 
from the student's major with the approval of an advisor. 
Total Credits Required 34 - 36 Credits 
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Exhibit B 
States Face Year of Famine After a Decade of Plenty 
By SARA HEBEL, PETER SCHMIDT, and JEFFREY SELINGO 
As state legislatures start their 2002 sessions this month, lawmakers face a challenge not seen in a decade: a 
recession. While predictions remain mixed on the current downturn's duration, several signs suggest that this 
recession could be worse for state finances than the last one, in the early 1990s. 
7 
Public colleges in several states, including California, Iowa, and North Carolina, have been forced to trim their budgets 
for the current, 2001-2 fiscal year. And some other states that have already made cuts , including Alabama, Indiana, 
and Wisconsin, are considering additional reductions with half of the fiscal year already over. The outlook is even 
drearier for 2002-3. Thirty-six states face deficits, and many of them drained their rainy-day funds to balance this year's 
budgets. 
"It's pretty bad," says Raymond C. Scheppach, executive director of the National Governors' Association. "In every 
measure, this recession is already worse than the last one for the states." 
State-budget woes are also likely to last longer than the national recession. In the early 1990s, the upturn in state 
revenues lagged behind the end of the recession by some 15 months. But what worries college officials even more is 
that two-thirds of the states filled their budget gaps in the early 1990s by raising taxes -- an unlikely savior in the current 
malaise. 
"That's just not going to happen this time," Mr. Scheppach says, noting that 36 governors and most state legislatures 
are up for election in 2002. 
Some state higher-education leaders fear that the recession will only hinder their efforts to close the gap between 
publ ic and private colleges, particularly in terms of faculty salaries and facilities. 
"It's an alarming trend that does not bode well for American higher education," says Molly Corbett Broad, president of 
the University of North Carolina system, which cut its budget last fall by $48-million, or 2.7 percent. "The great public 
universities of this country, in partnership with the privates, have created an extraordinary higher-education system . 
Now, some of our faculty don't even have to relocate in order to take advantage of a substantially higher salary" at a 
private institution, she says. 
In addition, the recession has come at a time when colleges in several states, including California, Florida, Minnesota, 
and North Carolina, are preparing for large increases in enrollment, putting a further squeeze on their budgets. 
Historically, more people tend to enter academe, particularly community colleges, when the economy sours and jobs 
are tough to find. But demographic factors are also contributing to the rapid growth, as the children of baby boomers 
begin to stream onto campuses. Institutions in some states worry that lawmakers will not be able to provide the money 
for faculty members, computer equipment, or buildings that colleges need to accommodate the influx. 
In North Carolina, community colleges already have had to reduce part-time faculty positions as the system absorbs a 
2.7-percent cut of its own from its $644-million budget for 2001-2. At the same time, the community-college system is 
experiencing its fastest enrollment growth ever. Officials estimate that the equivalent of 167,000 full-time students will 
enroll in the system's 59 institutions this year, a 1 0-percent increase over 2000-1. 
Kennon D. Briggs, vice president for business and finance for the North Carolina Community College System, says full -
time faculty members are having to pick up an extra class or two as a result. 
About half of the system's request for $1 00-million in supplemental funds for the 2002-3 fiscal year would go toward 
helping colleges handle the extra students. 
"This is a good/bad problem to have," Mr. Briggs says of the enrollment growth. "It's good in that we're here in the 
changing economy to respond. But this really is a burden on full-time faculty." 
In Florida, the combination of budget cuts and robust student enrollment is forcing the University of South Florida to 
hold some classes in an unusual venue: a nearby cinema. 
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When state lawmakers cut $20-million from the university's budget for the 2001-2 fiscal year, it decided to reduce the 
number of course sections it offers. In some cases, the university's lecture halls would have been too small to 
accommodate the larger classes that resulted. Those students will now be shuttled to 1,000-seat theaters. 
The recession has brought nationwide declines in manufacturing and technology jobs, but a number of states still have 
abundant needs for nurses and teachers. 
Lawmakers and college officials in many states are proposing scholarship or loan-forgiveness programs to try to lure 
more people into academic programs for those careers. In return, those students would be required to work in the 
state for a certain number of years after graduating. 
Colorado, Connecticut, New Mexico, South Dakota, and Wyoming are among the states in which lawmakers are likely 
to consider creating or expanding such incentives to increase the number of nurses. 
In New Hampshire, officials are likely to consider similar programs to fill the state's need for more doctors and teachers, 
especially in rural areas. States that may weigh establishing or expanding programs to encourage more people to earn 
teaching degrees or enter the field include Alaska, Illinois, New Mexico, New York, and North Carolina. 
Meanwhile, several states expect major debates over financial-aid programs. In Nebraska, where 62 percent of the 
state's $?-million budget for need-based financial aid currently goes to students at private colleges, the state's 
Coordinating Commission for Higher Education plans to request changes in state law to secure public-college students 
a bigger share of the pie. 
Thomas O'Neill Jr., president of the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of Nebraska, says his 
organization will fight any proposal that would result in fewer financial-aid dollars for private-college students. He notes 
that private colleges and their students now receive less than one penny out of every dollar that the state spends on 
higher education. "It is hard for someone to say we are robbing the state till," he says. 
In New Jersey, lawmakers will be asked to open up the state's major financial-aid programs to part-time students. In 
South Carolina, lawmakers will have to decide how funds from a new state lottery should be divided among scholarship 
programs. In Oklahoma, higher-education leaders are urging state lawmakers to hold off on establishing any new 
financial-aid programs until the state has more money to cover the programs' costs. 
Colleges in several states, including Illinois, Michigan, New Mexico, and Wisconsin, hope to persuade lawmakers to 
pour money into construction projects as a way to stimulate the economy. 
Glenn R. Stevens, executive director of the Presidents Council of the State Universities of Michigan, a nonprofit 
advocacy group, says that such an approach proved quite successful a decade ago, when it was last used by the 
state's public universities. The institutions were able to enlist lobbyists for architects, construction companies, and 
building-trades workers in the effort, and nearly every campus received funds for at least one major project. 
Because Michigan's public universities are scattered throughout the state, such an economic-stimulus package would 
be "statewide in its impact," and many communities would benefit, he says. Like many public-college lobbyists in other 
states, Mr. Stevens also argues that low interest rates make this an ideal time for the state to issue bonds for 
construction and other needs. 
In Virginia, public colleges received a major boost in their efforts to secure more funds for construction last month, 
when the outgoing governor, James S. Gilmore Ill, a Republican, announced that he would ask lawmakers to approve 
a bond initiative that would give public colleges $927-million for construction. About two-thirds of the money would 
require voter approval in November before it could go to the colleges. 
"I am proposing this bold bond initiative to build the finest, most technologically advanced college campuses in the 
nation," Governor Gilmore said in announcing the plan. 
California's public colleges are asking lawmakers to place a bond referendum on the November ballot that would, if 
adopted, provide $2.4-billion for higher-education construction. And public colleges in Minnesota are seeking a big 
increase in state spending on higher-education construction. 
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Lean budgets have all but wiped out any other priorities college officials had hoped to put on their legislative agendas 
this year. Even so, higher-education governance is expected to come up in Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, and 
Pennsylvania, and may emerge as an issue in other states as well. 
In Florida, lawmakers are still working on the reorganization of the state education system that they undertook two 
years ago. Many of the unresolved questions have to do with how much autonomy to give to the state's public 
universities, which, as a result of the reorganization effort, now have their own boards of trustees. If the state ends up 
giving the institutions control over their own tuitions, lawmakers probably will need to rethink the rules governing state 
financial-aid programs as well. 
In Pennsylvania, leaders of community colleges are calling for the creation of a state board or commission to represent 
their institutions before lawmakers. They have been asking lawmakers to establish such a panel for decades, but this 
year's effort appears to have gained momentum because of the recent issuance of separate reports, by a legislative 
panel and an independent consulting company, that largely reaffirmed the community colleges' views. 
"Community colleges are less well supported than other areas of higher education" in the state, says James J. Linksz, 
president of Bucks County Community College and of the Pennsylvania Commission for Community Colleges, a 
nonprofit group. "We need stronger advocacy." 
Still, many college leaders in Pennsylvania and elsewhere expect to spend most of their energy this year working on 
the budget. Officials in a few states say tax cuts enacted in the late 1990s are coming back to haunt lawmakers. But 
few college officials believe legislatures have any desire to try to revive the taxes. That means the officials are already 
beginning to take a look at their own operations. 
"I suspect everyone has a list of where they would cut in their back pocket," says David L. Miller, an assistant vice 
president for the University of Wisconsin System. "We're certainly talking to the governor's office on a daily basis to 
make our case." 
